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UNP[ED STATES GENERACACCOUNTING OFFICE'

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20548
_J

PROGRAM ANALYSIS
DIVISION

-204472 4

The fionorable John B. Szlaughter
Director, National Sci4nce
Poundation ,

Dear Dr. Slaughter:

- This report on Ole Association of American Universities-
National Science Founplation experiment in rêsearch grant
administrati$n focuses on the Master Grant Rhase of the,
experiment and the transition to Phase II. A draft sf this
report was submitted to you for your review and your written
comments are included in Appendix I and have been considered
in preparing the final report.

This report contains recommendations to you on page 41.
As you know, Section 236 of the Legislative Reorgapization
Act of 1970 requires the head of a Federal agency to submit
a written statement on attions taken on our recommend1tions
to the House Committee cln Government Operations and ehe
Senate COmmittee on Governmental Affairs not later than 60',

days after the date of the report and to the House and Senate
committees on Appropriations with. the agency's first requ9st
for appropriations made more than d0=days after the'date de .

the report-.

We are sending copies of ehis report to the Chairmen
of the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs alid its
Subcommittee on Federal Expenditures, Research ana Rules;
Subcommittee on HUD-Independent Agencies, Senate COmmittee
on Appropriations; Subcommittee on Science, Research, and
Technology,,Uouse Committee on cience and Technology; Sub-
committee o Intergovernmental Relations and Human Resources,
House Committee on Government Operations; and Subcommittee
on HUD-IndepenAent Agencies, House Committee on Appropriations.
We are also sendiruj copies to the Director of the Office of
Management and Budget and tbe Director of your Office of Audit
and Oversigilit. We will mkke copies available to interested
organizations and individuals on request.

"Enclosure

Sincerely yogre.

Morton,A. Myer
Director
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REPORT SY THE
UNITED STATES GENE&AL
ACCOUNTING OFFICE

DIGEST

NSF EX ERIMENT IN RESEARCH
GRANT ADMINISTRATION
PROMI ING--CHANGES,NEEDED
TO A SURE ACOUNT'ABILITY

Z)

Atherican colleges-and universities have bedome
increasingly cr'itical of the Federal system for 4
assuring accountability for grants awarded to the.m.'
Universities hav4,argued that Federal rules tend
to limit their frexibility in managing research
funds.and have an eroding effect on the creativity'

:vital to the research proce'Ss Fed:eral qfficials
have, in Z..urn, argued that these rules are neces-
sary to assure that Federal' funds are spent in
accordance with 'the terms of the research,agree-

,

ments, without fraud or waste.

In January 1979, the National Science.Foundatign
ANSF), in collaboration with the,Association of4
American Univeriti,es, undertook an experiment in
research graht . administration designed to respond
to the perceived needs of universities for flexibi-:
lity while assuring appropriate financial accounta-,
bility. The primary objectives of the experiment are

.,
to:

--increase.economy and efficiency of resaarch
projects supported by NSF through increased
sharing pf resources,and greater authority r

:for local decisionmaking;
4

--/reduce paperwork asspcidted With administer-r,
ing Federal grant progrAms7,and

--imkove accountabilktYilfor expepditures of'
public funds by carefully defining the
universities' responsibilities and providing
standards for-decisionmtaking. '

The experiment is divided into two.phaseS. Phase I
(the Master Grant illase) involved 245 grants awarded

- by OSF's Chemistry Divigion to the chemistry depart-
ments of Mane uniwersities with an award value of

$34 million. Phase II, whictlipt4rted in January 1981,
modified and expanded the experiment to include almost
all NSF grants to the ninp Master Graht phase univer-
sities and three additional universities (3,746 grants.
with an award value of $540 millior).
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The experiment differs from NSF's standard adminis-
tration system in two key areas. First,,most or the
authority to review and approve administrative and

-budget changes after the grant has been made now lies
with each.university's organizational prior approval
system (OPAS--the university management mechanism)
instead of withthe NSF grants officers and program
of.ficeri. Second, the experiment provides universi-
ties and researchers more flexibility in the use of
grant funds by allowing fund transfers between grants

-
- in tIletMastir Grant phase (the aggregation concept)
N and permitting rdsearcliers to allocate costs among

scientifically related NSF grants' in Phase II (the
relatedness concept). (gee chapter 1.)

GAO made the, review because of increasing concern
for accountability of Federal research funds, and
because-the experiment could have a significant effect
on liitw.these funds are administered.

THE MASTER GRANT PHASE IMPROVED
RESEARCH GRANT ADMINISTRATION

GAO found that the Master Grant phase delegation of'
grant administrative aUthorities to the uniersity
OPASs increased the efficiency and economy of admin-
istration primarily by processing grant budget
change& more quickly, allowing researchers to incur'
13re-award costs to olOer equipment and hire personnel
in advance of the start date of the research grant,
and increasing the ability of.researchvs-tb r4sOpond
more flexibly to changing.project needs. In additione.
GAO found that 13 researchers Cited specific benefits
they attributed to local OPAS approval, such as saving
'money.

The Master Grant phase had little effect.on paper-
work at the universities becaus'e OPAS actions

-stiU needed to be documented to assure account-
ability. At NSF, paperwork increased since the
master grants required a new administrative sys-
tem overlaying the standard system, although some
of this increase was probably a one-time effect
due to the experiment. Overall, the flow of paper
was reduced some between the universities and NSF
since grant administrative changes were approved
by the universities' OPASs instead of

The.MaSkr/Grant plidse did not meet its objective
of increasing'accountabi/ity for expenditures of
Federal research grant funds. GAO identified
several-areas where better controle are neRded and
found that'OPASsyish a review, layer independent
of the research,department initiating the request
better aSsured that actions were properly reviewed

ii
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Documentation for some OPAS actions did not contain
suffibient information to determine if applicAbie
policies and procedures had been followed. GAO be-
lieves accoUntability will suffer if NSFspecisions
to award'fund's for a given scope of work are circum-,,
vented. by r6searchers doing work in otherAareas, if
grants with'special grant conditions are not closely
monitored to assure 'OP,DiS actioris do not Nilolate the
special grant com4tions, and if OPASs approve ac-
tions after they have already been taken. To pre-
cld4e possible Anti7Deficiency0Act problems, appli-
cable NSF regulations or the grant agreements shoulll
make1 it clear th)tt the approval process cannot impose
arLobligation on the United States prior to the avail-
abhlity_of an appropriation to Tund the costs.
(See chapter 2.)

PHASE II EXPANSION
)

1

1

IPhase II expanded the experiment froM the partici-
-pating chemistry departments to all participating
university.research departments having NSF grants.
Pbase II modified the experiment by substituting the

y concept of relatedness for aggregation. Therelated-
-ness concept increases the researcher's flexibility
in allocating costs among scientifically or techni-
cally related NSF gi-ants, thereby reducing problems
with bost transfers and time and effort reporting.'

The OPAS remains the key feature of the experiment
and its functions become even more critical Pn
Phase II. The OPAS will continue to'review and
approve resee'rchers' requests to assure that dele-
gated authorities are exercised pr rly. In-addi-
tion, the OPAS is responsible for evi wing and
.approving requests to,relate re earcli grayts. This
additional;responsibility will require the OPASs to
have or have available the scientific expertise
necessary to approve requests to relate research
grants.

.

.GA0 reviewed five Master Grant phase ,participants
Phase II OPAS structures. Four have a multi-layer
structure with at least one layer independent of
the department initiating the request. One does
not include a review layer independent of the de-.
partment initiating the request. At least one new
Phase II participant is experimenting with an OPAS
that may not have Ihe scientific expertise neces-
sary to review and approve relatedness requests.

There will be some loss of financial accountability
for individual grants that are\scientifically
related. EXpenditures made for related research

Tsar Sheet ii 7
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r-,
grants are reported to. NSF ai having been spent on

.the grants they were awarded for, not on the grant
they were actually spent on. Therefpre, although
the,total spent on two grants that were related
would be accurate, the actUal amount spent on
each individual grant could not be determined.
(See chapter 3.)

THE NSF EXPERIMENT NEEDS TO BE,
BETTER MANAGED AND EVALUATED

NSF''s monitoring of its experiment raised a number
of concerns. NSF started the Master Grant phase
without reviewing the existing university prior
apprbval systems, or how thekie systems exercised
the grant administrative authorities that were
,delegate4 to them prior to the .experiment. GAO
found that NSF did not closelxtmonitor the uni-.
versities' use of the master grant authorities and
did not alwa.ys adequately inform the universities
of changes, modifications, etc., to the experiment:

NSF expanded the experiment to Phase II without
conducting all of the evaluations planned for the
Master Grant phase. Although the OPAS remained the
AN6 feature of the experiment, NSF did not evaluate
the adequacy of the eXisting DPASs at the partici-
pating universities before expanding the OPAS
thorities to all grants at the universities. At
the time oT our review, NSF did not have a formal,
plan to evaluate Phase II of the experiment-
(See chapter,4,) '47&

RECOMMENDATIONS,

The Director of NSF should reqUire that:

(

- -Each university's OPAS include an Official
independent of the participating departments
who can asskire that each department is exer-
cising the delegated authorities properly and
who has or has available the scientific exper-
tisedpcessary to review and pprove actions.

- -NSF review each university's AS to assure
that the university nes estab ished a system .

that can act responsibly before any delegation , ,

of prior apprbval authorities made.

--Applicable NSFmregulations or grant agreements .

explicitly provide that the authority to approve
pre-award costs cqnnot,impose an obligation on
the UnAed States prior to the availability of
'appropriations.

i v
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--Ng develop a Phase II evaluation plan and
assure that the necessary resources are
available to carry it out. The evaluition
should include a thorough review of elich
university's OPAS policies) procedures, and
actions, and be,performed by official(s)
independent of those managing the experimentc

--NSF closely Monitor the universities' use of
the experiment's authorities and promptly
provide the universities with information on
changes, modifications, etc., to the experi-

, ment.

,

OPAS actions can be improved. '(See chapter 5.)
the Director, NSF, detailing how.accsuntability for
In addition, GAO makes several recommendations to

.

AGENCY COMMENTS

NSF and OMB generally concurred with GAO's conclu-
sion that the experiment has important potential-
benefits for the future administration of Federal,
research grant funds. NSF agreed with,or planned
to Consider mostof GAO's recommendations. N
provided information contrary to that previously
given to GAO which affected two recommendations.

The recommendation regarding special grant conditi
originally required that each university provide in-
formation to NSE to allow it to monitor these con0i-
tions. It has been revised toJallow OPASs to be re-i
sponsible for assuring that special grant.conditions
are not vioriated. The recommendation requires'that
NSF assure that each participating university is
aware of its responsibilities. The recoMmendati.on
reqlkiring NSF to provide adequate audit cOverage
.retu'rn the responsibility to the cognAant audit
agsncieS was deleted.since NSF informed GAO that t
codnizant audit agencies concerned have the respon-
sibility.

A

OMB's comments clarified its position on the re-
latedness concept's effect on accountability.
(See appendixes I and II.)

Tear Sheet
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CHAPTER 1

,INTR0DUC'TI6N'

Most federally fundeli basic research is carried out in our

Nation's colleges and uni3ersities. Recently, these institu-

. ,

tions have become increasingly critical of the Federal system

'w
-i..for assuring accountability for the funds allocated to them.

,-Tpiversities have argued that Federal rules tend to'limit their
flexibility in managinqe. search funds and have an eroding
effect on the creativitw 'tal to the research process. Federal
officials have, in turz, a gUed that these rules are necessary

, tooassure that Federal't ds are spent in accordance with the,
terms of the research agreements, without fraud or waste. Some
of the organizations involved include the NaXional Science Foun-
dation (NSF), the National Institutes of Health, the Office of
Management and Bud

\

et (OMB), and us, as well as university
administrators and researchers, and members of Congress.

4 t

,. In January 197 , NSF, in collaboration with the Associa'tion
of American Univeriities, undertook an experiment in' grant
administration designed to respond to the perCeived needs of
universities for flexibility while assuring appropriate finan- No

cial accountability. NSF discussed the hature,of the experiment
with OMB, some congressional staffs, us, and others before under-
taking it.,;, The primaryAjectives of the experiMent are to:

--increase economy and efficiency of research projects
supported 1Q1, NSF through increased sharing of resources
atilgreater authority for local decisionmaking;

*
, --reduce paperwork associated with adminis-tering

Federal grant prograMs4 and

--improve accountability for expenditures of public.funds
by carefully defining the universities' .responsibilities
-and providing standardWfor.Oecisionmaking.

BACKGROUND

The National Science Founaation is an independent Federal
acgWe4ablished Under the National Science FoUndation Act of
1950, as amended (42 U.S.C. 1861 et seq.) 1970, Its primar
mis4on is tu stAelp3Lhen: U.S. ccience by supporting basic
research and science education. NSF fulfills this responsibility
in part by sponsoring scientific research at educational insti-

tutions. Traditionarly, it has used grants to support basic
research.

Although individualtresearchers propose and conduct the
research, NSF grants are normally made to a university, known
as the grantee., NSF agrees to provide full or partial financial
support for the costs of the reSearch to be performed and the
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grantee agrees to perform the research, prudently manage the
funds provided in the grant, and carry out the provisions of
thd grant award.

NSF's Division of Grants and Contracts is responsible for
assuring that any proposed grant is consistent with applicable
policies, regulations, directives, and fund certifications.
The grants officex is the only NSF official with delegated
authority to issue gragt fetterd and to oSligate NSF-funds for.
expenditfires under'grants.

NSF progrdm officers ar the key personnel in the scien-
tifici/technological directora es who review, evaluate, and
recommend proposals for grants, monitocr the scientific aspects
of grants, and review requests for changes in grant direction
or management and for rebudgeting. The program officers approve
all requests for administrativesand budget changes except where
decisions are reserved to the grants officers.

While NSF generally has not been significantly involved in
conducting or managing the research on individual projects, NSF's
grantees must follow certain grant administration requirements
that are mandated for all.recipients of Federal research grant
funds. NSF grantees are required to have financial management
'systems that meet the requirements of OMB CirCular A-110. The
circular 'and its attachments provde the Federal policies and
procedures governing Federal agencies! administration of grants
to educational institutions. In addition, expenditures under
NSF grants are governed by the Federal cost principles applicable
.to instib ions of higher education contained in OMB Circular
A-21.

Under the current research support system, many researchers
receive support for the4-eesearch in multiple, discrete grant
awards of limited duration. OMB guidelines require these re-
searchers to accoubt separately for each grant. This, accounting
constraint may lead 'to cost transfers (a researcher transfers
costs from one grant to another), especially'when a.researcher's
overall research program is funded by several sources--some
costs may be legitimately assigned to more than one source.
Sometimes a researcher needs t:o make some legitimate but retro-
active reallocation of charges, resulting' in cost transfers.
An award notice hat arrives late'can also lead to cost trans-
fers since a lin versity sometimes uses other funds to begin a
grant to avoid aelays or interruptions, in the research. After
the awar,
to allocate the costs to the appropriate grants.

OMB guidelines severely limit using cost transfers and .

'require explicit documentation. If t:he cost transfers are not
well 'documented, they may be disallowed. Universities believe
such documentation is quite burdensome, limits their flexibility
to manage research funds, and has an eroding effect on the
creativity vital to the research process.

2 1 4
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I.

THE EXPERIMENT IN RESEARCH
GRANT ADMINISTRATION

The experiment, in research grarit administration (herein-
after referred to as the experiment).ds testing the feasibility
of'allowing universities greater -nexibility to administer NSF
research grants after the grants have been awarded, and is also
testing ways to facilitate universities' and researchers'
accounting for costs icurred on their research grants.

\The experiment i divided into two phases. 'Phase I, called
the Master Grant phase, invOlved granta awarded by NS,F's Chem-
istry Division 'to the chemistry departments of nine universi-
ties. 1/ The 9 departments each had 2 master grants, for a
total of 18.master grants incorporating 245 individual grantt_
with an awad value of almost $34 million. Existing NSF ch0-
istry awards to each departMent became the first master grant.
As NSF approved new chemidtry awards during the Master Grant
phade, they became part of the second master grant. New master,
grants were needed.at 2-year intervals because NSF has 2-year
appropriations. Phase II, which started in January,1981, ex-

-panded.the ekperiment to iriclude almost all NSF grants awarded
to the'nine original participating universities, plus three

additional universities. 2/ :rhe 12 Phase II universities had
3,746 N5F grants with an gward value of*$540 mdilion.

,Th.e experiment differs in two key aspects from NSF's
standard administration system which is used for all NSF grants
not included in the experiment. .(We compare the standard and
experimental post-award policies and procedures in appendix III.)
First, under,t'he experiment, most of the authority to-review
and approve post-award grant administrative and budget changes
has been delegated to each university's organizational prior
approval system (OPAS) instead of to the NSF grants officers and

program officers. The organizational prior approval system is
the university management mechanism that enables the university
to use the auth6-r-i'Oies delegated by NSF"to review and approve
changes in the administrative and.budget details of a grant or
grants under.the master grant (e.g., grant.budget changes, exten-
sions of time, purchase of research equipment, etc.). Use of the
OPAS for review and approval is_gupposed to eliminate the flow
of indivi,dual requests back and forth between the university and
NSF and the resulting delays in decisionmaking.

6

1/The University of California at Los Angeles, the University of
- Califouda at San Diego, the California Institute of, Technology,

the University of Wisconsin at Madison, the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Columbia University, the State
University of New York at Stony Brook, Massachusetts Institute
-of Technology, and the University of Florida.

2/Princeton University, Stanford University, and Yale University.

3



The additional-approval authority delegated by NSF gave
participating universities the ability to rebudget grant funas,
acquire special purpose equipment, approve foreign travel,

t charge grants tor pre-award costs incurred 'at the risk of the
universities, extend the performance period of the grant,*
transfer funds"betweeri research grants, and make several other
grant adMiniStrative changes.

NSF viewed the delegation of the additional authorityas
a low-rsk situation at,the participating universitiRsince
they alrealily had priori approval systems in place anebince the4..
additional authority4pplied only to the master grant awards.
The particlpating universities had prior approval syStems in
place becausedn 1977, NSF delegated authority to approve four
types of tebudgeting actions to any university which.established
a prior.apetoval system (see page 63). NSF also viewed OpAS

lapproval as;let<why to vaintain (or possibly,incriese) grant fund
accountability by defining the universities' responsibilities
and providing standards for decisionmaking while reducing Federal
intrusion and paperwork in the ad7,inistration of NSF's research
grants at the', universities-

-
The segond key aspect of the experiment, introducing the

poncepts-'Ofaggregation and relatedirss, was designed to give the
uni"versitieseand researchers mpre flexibility in the use of grvit
funds. ,The aggregation concept, used in the Master Grant phase,'
grouped grant's together under one master granX for administrativ.e
purpose6jand Allowed the transfer Of cunds between grants in
each master grant. In Phase If, relatedness replaced aggregation.
The relatednebs concept permits researchers to allocate costs
amohg treir individual NSF grants,. proxided the grapts are scien-
tifically or technically related. The Phase II reljUtedness con-
cept differs.from the aggregation concept in that it eliminates .

the need to group individual awards into master grants and it
requires,deIermining scientific relatedness.

OBJECTIVES/SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

Be f the increasing concern for how Federal research
gr ttfurtfis are administered and the experiment's potential
ef ect on 'a6counting for these funds, we reviewed the experiment
in research,grant administration to assess whether the Master
Grant phase met its objectiv,es, the status of Phase II of the
experiment, NSF's'evaluation of.the Master Grant phase and its
plans to evaluate Phase II. One congressional committee and
four subcommittees have expressed an interest in our review of the
e*periment".: the Senate Committee on Gc:Aternmental Affairs and its
Subcommittee on Federal Expenditures, Research and Rules; the
Subcdmmittee'on Him-Independent Agencies, Senate Committee on
Appropfiations; the Subcommittee on Science, Research and Tech-
nology, HOi4se ComMittee on ftience and Technology.; and the Sub--
committee on Intergovernmental Relations and Human Resources,
House Committee on Government Operations.

4
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This review was performed in accordance with our "Standards
for Audit of Governmental Organizations, Programs, Activities,
and Functions." Of the nine universities participating in the
Master Grant phase of the experiment, we selece'ed seven.1/ to
to review their use of the experi*nt's authorities. The- cri-
terion for this selection wds tha.e they were located in GAO
regions 2/ that had, at least two universieies participating In
the expeiiment in order ta maximize the use of our resources.
The two univerities.that were not reviewed did not differ mark-

),edly in terms of the amount or number of grants invciabd in the
ekperiment. We reviewed-all 163 Master Grant phAse actions
taken by the selected universities during the experiment's first
23 months that required one of the newly delegated authorities.
We intervi.ewed 81 researchers who had used the Master Grant

authorities and were available to talk to us, 8 depaN-tment
chairmen (1.university had.2 different chairmen during the Master .

Grant phase), and 21 university administrators. We ano inter-
viewed NSF officials in the Office of Audit and Oversight,
Division of Grants and Contracts; and the Chemistry Division,
and officials at the Office'of Management and Budget. In addi-
tion, we interviewed officials at the audit agencies responsible
for auditing the participating, universities: the Department of
Health and Human Services' Inspector General'S'Office, and the
Contract,Audit Agency of the DVartmeni. of Defense.

, In addition, we selected a sample of N'SF 5q-ants that were
awarded prior to the experiment to the universities included in
our review to compare selected aspects of NSF's standard adminis-
tration system to the Master Grant experimental system. We
requested the grant files for all awards from the Chemittry
Division to the chemitry departments of .the seven uhiversities
in 3bur review that were active during the 6-monthperiod prior to
the Master Grant phase. These-grants were eventually included in
the experiment or completed befOre the experiment began'. NSF
provided a list of 166 grants that were active in that period, but
said many of the records were already in storage and would take
several weeks to obtain. To avoid delays, we asked NSF to provide
readily available files, and NSF provided 48. We have no reason
to believe that this,is not a representative sample since it con-
tains alMost one-third of the universe and the selection process
was limited only by the location of the files.

g

MUM

1/The University of California at Los Angeles, the University
. - of California at San Diego, the California Institute of Tech-

tnology, the University of Wisconsin at Madison, the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Columbia University, and the
State University of New York at Stony Brook.

,

2/T1e 49 continental States at'e divided into 15 GAO regions,
each having at least one regional office.
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Five of the seven universities included in our review had
entered Phase'II while we were still doing field work, so we
9btained information on how they were implementing Phase II,
although we did .not review ,any Phase II actiory. NSF provided
some information on how the other universities planned to imple-
ment Phase II and we obtained additional i,nformation by calling
the univer&ities.

OMB SUPPORTS THE EXPSRIMENT

OMB officials said expend4ures for relaed'research grants
are consistent with OMB circulars on grant administration. The
officials said the form of a grant is determined by the grantor
agency. So, if two grantsre mad e!! and are subsequently deter-
mined to be rêlated, the ragearcher has, for administrative gur-
poses, one grant. However; OMB does not require the related
grants to be combined into.one grant. For example, grant A funds
can be spent for allowable costs of,grant B (provided A and B
are-scientifitally related) but will be reported to the grantor
agenc as having been spent on grant A. This is how NSF Ls,
handlIng financial reporting for Phase II.

. 76MB bficials said that the peer review'system will assure
the scientific integrity of related reSearch grants. For ex-
ample, suppOse a researCher has a.biclogy grant and,a physics
grant that are related and that researcher spends1141 the biology
grant funds on the.physics grant. The expenditures would.be re-*
ported as the amounts awarded for each grant, which obviously
limits fiAencial accountability for these grants. The officials
said the cbntrol over expenditures for zelated grants will be
the peer review system. For the example above, if the researcher.
did not do any work on the biology grant, He or she probably
would not haye been abg..e to publish any research papers on it,
and therefore,,presumab1y, the peer review system would not
award any further grants on this topic to the researcher. The
o ficials said that the peer review system assures that there
is scientific integrity for the individual grants even though,
from a financial perspective, there will be none on an individual
basis when grants are related (because costs can be charged
and recorded against a different grant than the one they wer
incurred for).

OMB officials praised the experiment's attempt to deal with
the problem of allocating a researcher's time and effort amOng
basic research grants. OMB regulations require a researcher to
report the time and effort spent on each grant. The officials
recognized that a researcher with two or more grants for basic
research is usually working in a single field of science but
the current grant award system separates that researcher's
research into discrete grants. OMB officials informed us that
they do not believe it is necessary to maintain individual grant
records for research grants that are scientifically related.

\IS
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CHAPTER 2

MASTER GRANT PHASE IMPROVED
RESEARCH GRANT ADMINISTRATION

Because the Organizational Prior,Approval System (OPAS)
is the mechanism the universities use to review and approve
changes in the administrative management details of A grant,
the OPAS has becOme the key'to the experiment in research
grant administration. Each university had an OPAS to exercise
the newly delegated powers and assure proper accountability
over NSF grant funds.

OPAS POLICIES.AND PROCEDURES

The OPAS structures at the seven universities we reviewed
are of two general types, those which include an independent
review of OPAS actions outside the chemirstry department (multi-
layer) and those where approval occtiY6 solely in the chemistry
department (single layer). Four wniversities included an
independent review outside the chemistry department, for example,
the grants and contracts office; or the office of sponsored
research, or both. The department chairman was the first layer
ofreview in each of these systems except for one University,
where.the first layer Was a committee of the department chairman
'end two chemistry faoulyy mambers. .

, Two universities had the departmene;cha.irman act as the
sole reviewing and approving official for'most of the delegated'
authorities. One university was.pnique'in that it required
three layers for about one-half of the authorities and only
one layer, the department chairman, for the other half. 1/ NSF
required that the three universiies that had the department
chairman as the sole approving authority.provide adnitionar
review and approval for those actions which involve the
chairman' grants.

Four universities had restrictions or special conditions'
beyond the requirements of the master grant agreement with NSF.

/One university agreed to participate only after it was able
\..to assure its researchers,that they would retain control over
their i9dividual grant funds and that aggregation would only
take place in reporting transactions to NSF, i.e., the aggrega-
tion concept would not be.used to transfer funds between grants.
One university 'chemistry department chairmen did not allow fund
transfers or foreign travel requests to be approved by the OPAS.
One universi'ty reqUired A researcher who wanted to use the pre-
award feature to assure the university that if the award was
not made the university would not be liable for costs incurred.

1/This university was grouped with the single layer OPASs since
over 70 percent of the OPAS actions were approved by the
ddet/tmept chairman only.

7
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Although this requirement was not en rced for two subsequent
pre-award approvals, the department chairman said in both of
these cases assurance was obtained from an NSF offidial that
once the university receives verbal notification of the pending
award no risk would be involved in these pre-award approvals.

t
AnotheT iversity had a system which limited the.effect of
the mast r *ants since it was already providing the chemistry
department with many of the master grant features, such as pro-
viding funds for pre-award costs and funding gaps.

1,0

. The master grant agreements requirelr.that the universities
send a summary of OPAS actions to NSF on a periodic basis. Five
of the universities fulfilled this requirement. One university
only sent summaries for 10 of its414 actions while another uni-
versity had sent copies of 9 of its 12 actions.

MASTER GRANT.DELEGATED AUTHORITIES

An OPAS action occurs when a researcher requests OPAS appro-
val to use a delegated authority. For example, 'if a researcher
wants to rebudget salary ft:Inds to purchase a piece of equipment,
he initiates an OPAS action explaining what he wants to do and
why. The written request and the OPAS approval or denial con-
stitute an'OPAS actfion. The authorities delegated to the WAS
and a brief degctiption of what each authority allows the re-.
searcher (Crr\OPAS to do are listed in table 1.

Approval of actions by OPAS

We reviewed every action taken by the OPAS?.:at the seven
universities we reviewed that exercised the newly delegated
master grant authorities.. The number and types of actiong
approved by each universit's OPAS are listed in table 2.
No actions were disapproved.

Approximately 60 percent of the researchers who had grants
under the master grants used one of the master grant authorities
at least once.. The percentage of researchers at the universities
who used the master grant authorities ranged from a low of 17
percent to a high of 77 percent.

The frequency of actions per grant taken under the Master
Grant phase of the experimeilt, either by type or total, did not
differ significantly as a result of delegating the approval
authorities to the universities from what it was when NSF was
reviewing such actions. We compared the number and frequency
of OPAS actions to the number and frequency of NSF-approved
actions taken on the sample of grants that were not in the
experi.ment and,which used the standard system. Only four of the
nine master grant authorities could be cqmpared since the parti-
cipating universities used only six of the nine master grant
authorities and two of those (fund transfers and pre-award) were
not previously allowed under the stAdard system. The results
are listed in table 3.

4U
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AuthoritS,

Table 1
,

Authorities Delegated To Universities
By Master Grant Agreements a/

University OPAS May:

Transfer funds provided under
a master grant among giants
included within the master grant;
.reProgram" funds between,line
items of the'aggregated master
grant budget.

..

%

Fund transfers
(new authority)

\
Pre-award costs
new authority)

No-cost extensions

r
, Rebudgeting fOr

--Speciarand general
purpose equipment

--Foreign travel

--Contracting project
efforts

%

--Alterations And
renovation

/

'--News release cost

--Commercial production or
distribution of grant
materials

4

Incur costs uji to 90 days"
prior to award date.

Extend expiration-date of any
grent under a raster grant for
up to 6 months.

Purchase special or general
purpos.e egy.ipillent. ,

Approve foreign travel for a
researcher and dependents.

Contract part of a grant's
effort after an award has
been made.f.---

I

Approve alterations,and
renovation costs up to
$10,000 to adaipt space or
utilities within a completed
struCture to accomplish t'he
objective of NSF-supported
activities. .

..

Approve news release costs.

Approve the commercial
production or distribution
of materials produced under
a master grant.

4 a/These authorities require prior approval before the action
is taken. As in the standard administration system, only
actions/expenditures not provided for in the award document
need to be approved.

.

-

9 .
c...,..,

,
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Table 2°

OPAS Actions Requiring Newly Delegated

Fund '

Trans-
ers Total

Pre-

Master Grant Authorj,ties

Univer- Equip-
sity ment -award

Contracting
Foreign No-cost PrOject
Travel Extension Effort

,. .
A 23 ' 7 5 ...--,L. i ...

,

38

B 17 2 9 4 2 3 37 \

,

C 16 14 1 0 0 1 32

40.3 4 3 0 1 1 22

E 5 4 3 1 0 ,1 ' 14

,F 7 3 1 1 0 0 12

2 1 0' ' 0 8

Total 84 36 24 8 4

_
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Table 3

Comparison of the Frequency krid
Type of Actions Between Experimenta1

and Standard Systems

Experimental System Standard System
Number Percent Number Percent

1

Equipment 7'4

I

Foreign travel 14 `

No-cost extension 8

Contracting project
.

effort 4. A

Total 120

lb

,

,

70.0 i 18 62.1

20.0 8 27.6

6.7 ily ,

\

1 3.4

3.3 2 6.9

100.0 29 100.0

\
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There were 120 actions taken on the 201 grants under the
master grants which aver

;i

ed 0.6 actions per grant. The sample
actions from the standar system also averaged 0.6 actions per,
grantl All OPAS actions were approved, and 28 of the 29 saniiple
actions were aloproved.

Aggregation concept.used very little

The aggregation concept was not used very much, ex ept to
report grant expenditures on an aggregated basis, bec se accord-
ing to univexsity officials, many researchers were xeluctant to
Intermingle their research funds with those of other researchers,
and the OPAS delegations for pre-award costs and/no-cost exten='
sions eliminated many situations where transferW between grants
might have 'ttken place.

The fund transfer authority was designed to increase the
sharing of resources. However, the universities made little
use of the aggregation concept to transfer funds between grant-s
under a master grant.

University officials said there were several reasons why
there was littre use of the aggregation feature to transfer
funds. The chemistry department chairman at one university did
not believe aggregation should be used because experienced re-
searchers might exploit the less experienced researchers and
beca4e deficiendies in the university's accounting system made
using the agg'regation concept risky. Officials at another uni-
versit1y said they expected to have more fund transfers but not
until the end of the master grant. A third university made three
fund ransfers ($2,129, $1,033, and $8) whem the donor grants
weee completed,or nearing completion and unexpended funds reL
main d. Officials from three universities said researchers were
reluctant to intermingle their funds with other researchers'
funds.

Officials from one university said the OPAS delegations for
Tre-award costs and no-cost extensions eliminated many of the
situations where transfers were necessary since both features
extend the performance period of the grant-and were used to
minimize funding gaps.

RESEARCH GRANT ECONOMY AND
EFFICIENCY INCREASE UNDER THE
MASTER GRANT PHASE

One obj,ective of the experiment is to increase the economy
anduefficiency of research projects by delegating greater author-
ity for grant administration decisionmaking to the universities.
Over 78 percent of the researchers interviewed who had used the
OPAS believed it generally increased the economy and efficiency
of their research. Researchers indicated that (1) the time and
effort necessary to obtain approval of requests was reduced, (2)



.1L

the pre-award feature Oovided the ability,to begin work ou gr,ants
more promptly and effidiently, and (3) loc 1 university 4,FroVal,
,increased their ability to respond flexiblylto changing 4:rant
needs. Thirteen researchers with 15 OPAS attions cited sRecific
benefits <they attributed t:o local OPAS approval, such as 'saving
money'. In vddition, al;though it is difficult to measure,:there
were indicatdrs that one of the benefits of the Master Grant
...phase was improved morale.

OPAS provided faster approval

Over 67 percent ef the researcHers who had used the OPAS
indicated that it/reduced the length of time required foroap-
proval of their requested OPAS actions. Tesearcherd noted+ that
under the standard system a letter must be sent tb the NSF pro-
gram olficer, which necessitAted setting up a co respondence
file, and sometimes ending follow-up letters. ey note$ that
the local OPA avoide the Federal bureaucratic processin7 and
eliminated mail delays.

y
We identified six actions where, 'according to the research-

k
ers, fast OPAS approval made a significant cont4ibution tiii the
research grant. For example, ne researcher received OPAS ap-

-proval in 8 days to purchase research equipment not ptevic;usly
included in the budget. He said the equipment was vital to a
major scientific discovery made by a postdoctoral student,who
was leavina soon. He said deilay in approval Could have meant, :
losing the student before re&iving the equipment, causina the

1research to suffer immensely. f'
r f4

1

1f ,

Three researchers said fast OPAS approval resulted iif saving 4
money. For example, one researcher said OPAS approval in13 days
avoided a price increase on a laser purchase which saved approxi-
mately $10,000. Another researcher said he received OPAS approval
in 6 days to purchase & replacement sipectrophotometer whi,ch
,avoided a 10 percent price increase, saving $3,820.

We reviewed the time needed for OPAS approval at the seven
universities. Data on dates of request and approval were,avail-
able for only 125 of the 163 OPAS actions. The approvals ranged
from the same day to 28 days and averaged 5.2 days for all OPAS
actions. Data were aVailable for 19 of the 29 actions intour
sample of the NSF grants under t4e standard *system. The approvals
ranged from 6 to 35'days and avegAged 15.4 days. Since it'takes
a minimum of another 2 to 3 days before the universities receive
written notification of NSF approval, we believe OPAS approvak is
at least 12 days faster than the standard system. Table 4 lists
the tesults of tbe comparison between OPAS approval times and NSF
approval times under the standard system.

12 2/1(
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Table 4

Comparison qf,Master Grant OPAS with

NSF Approved

NSF Approval Times

Average Range

6-35

28

19 a/

125

(days)

15.4
4

5.2OPAS ApprOved

University A 37 b/ 2.5 1-8

University 13 4 c/ 3.3 1-9

University C 32 6.9 1-28

University D 22 5.6 1-22

University E 10 d/ 9.0 1-2T

UniversitylP 12 2.5 1-8

University G 8 10.0 1-21

a/Data available for 19 of 29 actions.

b/Data available for 37 of 38 actions.

ate available for 4 of 37 actionsthe OPAS form did not
r quire dates for when action was requested and when'
it was approved.

d/Data available for 10 of 14 actions.

Pre-award 'costs allow grants
to start mbre promptly

Seventy-five percent of the researcher's whclAsed,rAile pre-
award feature said the economy and efficiet&Yof thft4 research
increased because the pre-award feature provided the ability to
start work on grants more promptly. The researchers said it

. allowed them to order equipment and hire personnel in advance of
the start date of their research grants which helped to maximize
the .amount of research that could be done during the grant period.
They also said the pre-award authority serves as a bridge for
funding gaps which cqld occur between grants. Two researchers
said the pre-award aut ority enabled them to keep their research
groups together by providing salary funds or accounts to charge
so that the research groups did not have to be disbanded when
funding gaps occurred.

6141111114101011111140immilmi
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We found five actions where, according to the researchers,
specific benefits resulted from the use of the pre-award feature.
For example, one researcher said he used the pre-award authority
to synchron44 tI timing of an equipment purchase which required
a delivery time cf .3 months with the employment of a foreign riost.=
doctoral etudent ho was.scheduled to return home 7 months after
the start of the rant period. The reseakcher said he used the

-- pre-award author]. y to have the equipment available at the start
I of the grant period. !Me researcher said the pre-award authority

had a multiplier effect since the student was able to use the
equipment for the full 7 mo4hs and train four other researchers
in the group to use the.equipment. Another researcher said ho
used the pre-award authoraty to purchase a piece of equipment
before a, higher price became,effective, saving nearly $5,000.

OPAS increases abilitlf to 401
respond to grant needs-

Almost 54 percent of the researchers who.had used the OPAS
mentioned that the OPAS approval mechanism increased their ability
to respond flexibly to changing grant needs. Several researchers
noted,that it is difficult to accurately predict the nyeds of.
their research.effort in a grant proposal submitted months before

,the start of a grant. The OPAS gives a researcher the ability to
reallocate his or her resources through various budget changes.
Requests for.new research equipment or urgent travel can be'ap-

,

proved quickly by the OPAS. The OPAS authority.to approve a no-
cost time extension to continue research .helped several researbh-
ers. For example, at one university, four no-cost extensions were
approved. In two of the four actions, although funds remained.in
the old grant and a new grant was pending, a gap between the expi-.
ration of the old and the beginning.of the new would have inter-
rupted the continuity of the ,research. The no2cOst.extensions
bridged the gap by allowing the researcher to continue working
.using the funds remaining in the old grant.

We found four actions where, according to the researchers,
the OPAS actions provided j.ncreaseq timeliness and/oriallElexibility'
that appeared greater than under the standard system: For ex-
ample, one researcher discovered that his laboratory water was .

too impure to be used in his laser cooling system. Since the
laser could not be used without the cooling system, the.researcher
said it was essenti'al to his research that: the purchase of a
pUrificat4on system be approved quickly. Our statistiCs showed
an average NSF appzioval time of approximately 2-1/2 weeks. OPAS.
approval wasreceived the same day as the request.

GRANT PHASE PAPERWORK,

The eiperiment's second objective is to reduce paperwork
associatedwith the administration of Federal grant programs.
The Master Grant phase,had little effect on'paperwork at the

4
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universities
to a

because (WAS actions still need to be documented
ssure acitountability. However, the experiment did reduce

the flow offpaper between the universities and NSF since grant
administrativechanges are now approved by the univ.ersities'
OPASs instead pf NSF. At NSF, the Master Grant phase increased
paperwork since it required identifying and converting existing
awards from the standard system to the experimental system and
it required a new administrative system overlaying the standard
system. Some of this'additional effort was a one-time cost due
to the changes.

Although 29 percent of the researchers b.etieved their paper-
work had decreased, over 70 percent believed there had been no
change in paperwork and none believed there had been an increase.
The department chairmen were evenly split on the paperwork
question--50 percent believed it had increased and 50 percent
believed there had been no change.Over 66 percent of the OPAS
administrators sai4 there was no change in paperwork. About 19
percentsaid there was an increase because they are now review-
ing and'approving OPAS actions. Two administrators pointed out
that the increase was more than offset lay thehoenefits. Several,
NSF Chemiatry Division program officers noted a slight reduction
in their paperwork because they no longer had to approve most
grant administrative changes. .

ahe Mpster Grant phase did reduce some financial reporting ,

paperwork. Financial reporting of grant., expenditures on the /-`
Federal Cash Transaction Reports was redietifrom a line entry
for, each grant to a single line entry for each master grant.
However,'the universities still kept individual financial grant
records because the researchers need this information to manage
their expenditures and to help develop budget estimates for
future grant proposals.

ADEQUATE CONTROLS NEEDED ,

FOR ACCOUNTABILITY,

The expviment's third objective sought to improve accoun-
tability for the expenditures of public funds by carefully defin-
ing the universities' responsibilities and providing standards
for decisionmaking. 4e identified several areas where better
controls are needed to assure adequate accountability. We found
.that OPASs with a review layer independent of the chemistry
department?provided better accountahilialy for OPAS actionsthan
OPASs consisting of only the chemistry'nepartment chairman, that
the aocumentation requirements for OPAS actions varied, and that
actions reqdiring prior approval were approved retroactively.
In addition, if NSF decision& to award funds for a given scope
of work are circumvented by doing work in other areas, accounta-
bility will i)e affected. '
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OPASs with an indepenaent.review layer
\pr9344e'better accountability

Our review of OPAS actions at the four universities with a .

review layer which was kndependent of the chemistry department
found that at three of the universities the,independent layer(s)
of review questioned certain actions. Consequently, the actions
were modified to provide aaditional documentatioh or additional
review Was performed to assure that the actiOn was properly
explained and documented. For example, at one university 3 of
the 14 actions were modified primarily as a result of questions
raised by'a university-wide official who reviewed the request
after the department thairman had approved them. Another offi-
cial who also reviewed all OPAS actions said there had been one
or two instances where OPAS requests were returned by him for
clarifi'cation of,the-request or to-provide further §upport.
After the changes were made, the actions were approved.

Our review of the OPAS actions at the four universities '

with a review layer independent of the chemistry department did
not identify any major problems; however, we did find problems
at two of the three universities with single layer OPASs. At
two universities we found that department chairmen approved
their own requests to rebudget funds to purchase research equip-
ment. At both schools, the master grant 'agreement required that
the department chairman's request be approved by another univer-
sity official. One department chairman apprdVed his own requq.st
to purchase $50,000 of computer-related equipment. UniversitlIK
officials acknowledged that the request should have been approved
by another uhi,iersity official. The other department chairman
approved his own request to rebudget $2,425 from salaries to
equipment. The chairman said he was not aware that the master
grant agreement required a subsequent review by another univer-
sity official.

One university with a ingle layer OPAS presents a vivid
contrast to the multi-layer systems discussed above. The depart-
ment chairman said he does not review OPAS requests for scien-
tific propriety, research relevance, or policy permissibility and
that he has never denied a researcher's request. The chairman's
laalcof, concern'with OPAS actions is emphasized by his designa-
tion of an administrative staff person as an alternative official
toprove OPAS1requests. In one case involvip4-a foreign travel
action, the chairman admitted that he would not have approved
an action approved by the administrative staff person had he
reviewed it.

The director of this university's office which has respon-
sibility for administering all research grants awarded to the
university admitted his initial hesitancy in agreeing to place
all master grant approval authorities at the department leNiel.
He said it could have some benefits in that it forces the depart-
ment.to taXe responsibility for its action. However, he said he

23
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was.disturbed by the lack of a university-wide perspective.
To insure'such perspective, he intends to put his office back
into he OPAS structure for Phase II Off the experiment. '

Do6umenting OPAS actiOts varies

Documentin. PAS actions is an important means of assurint
accountability for NSF research grant funcls. The documented
actions proyide evidence that permits a determination that
applicable poli ies "and procedures have been forlowed in exer-
cising the .-legated authorities. According to the master grant
agreements, the OPAS is intended to assure that there are ade-
quate university reviews and approvals of decisions made which
affect'the'management of grants. The agreements require these
decisions and the review and approval of them to be documenAd.
However, the documeation required by these agreements varied.

Four of the sevgn agreements required the documentatibn to
Include a descriptioA of the'decision being made and the scien-
tific tectipical, and/or adMinistrative reasons for it. The other
three agreeffients only required that the documentation include a
description of the decision being made. All seven agreements re-
quired that the documentation show,that it has been reviewed for
scientific or technical need and propriety, research relevance,
effective Utilization of institutional resources, policy permis-

,

sibility, and fund availability.

We reviewed all 163 OPAS decisioris (actions) to determine
if the documentation provided sufficiemt Information to allow
for an independent review to determine if applicable policies
and procedures have been followed in exercising OPAS authorities.
We believe that a 'description of the action and the scientific,
technical, or administrative reason for the action is essential
to allow auch a revieW. As Silown'on table 5, most of the OPAS
actions provided this inforiation even though the reasón was not
required to be documented at three universities. It is not pos-
sible to review the remaining OPAS actions to determine if appli-
cablelpolicies and procedures have been followed because the rea-
son for the actiop was not documented. We believe that to allow
for'an independent review of OPAS actklas, the documentation
should include a description of the action And the scientific,
technical or administrative reasoft for it. In addition, NSF,
which reserves the right to Withdraw a university's delegated
prior approval adthorities if the_university mismanages them,
will not be able to determi 'if theThni3zersity mismanages the
authorities if-the reason fthe actions'arespot documented.
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. .

University ,

,

A

B

C

D

E

F

Total
1R_
-_.....-

Table 5

Number
of

Documenting OPAS Actions

SIFR a/Actions
Description Reason
,Provided Provided

38

37

38

37

24

34

22

3e.

32 32 31 31

22._. 22 22 17

14 14 12 11

12 11 8 4

163 162 138 126
l

a/SIFR:, sufficient information for review--to permit an_
effective OPAS'review of scientific or technical 'need and
prOpriety, research relevance; effective utilization of
institutional resources, policy permissibility, and fundi
availability.

RetroacLve approvals
could hurt accountability

The OPAS is designed to assure that the delegated author-
.

ities are exercised properly. The master grant agreements re-
quired the OPASs to approve a researcher's request before an
action is taken, When actions are apilltoved 'after they have
already been made, the system has failed to function properly
and accountability could suffer. We found six actions requiring
prionapproval that were retroactfVely approved.

Three retroactive approlials were for pre-award costs. The .

retroactively approved pre-award costs appeared to have the
objective.of transferring costs between grants for reasons of
convenience, which is prohibited by the Federal cost principles.
For example, costs that had been charged to an expired NSF grant
in one master 'grant were transferred to a new NSF grant in a
different master grant by retroactively approving the request
to.incur pre-award costs on the new grant. The researcher had
a grant under the 1978 master grant which was to expire on
February 29, 1980. He was awarded a new grant under the 1979
maser grant with an effective date of November 15, 1979. On
Deoember 12, 1979, the OPAS approved his request tb incur pre-
award costs on his new grant which had started on November 15.

A
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The researcher's request stated "Costs incurred [$11,408] on
[the 1978 master grant] must be transferred to its renewal award
[the 1979 master grant] because of a gap in funding." However,
as the dates above show, there was no gap in grant funding4 and
the request to incur pre-award costs came after the new Oant's
starting date. University officials said that the request should
have gone to NSF for approval because it involved costs that had

already been incurred.

The remaining three retroactively approed OPAS actions were
requests for reimbursing costs already incurted for foreign travel.
For example, one researcher requested approval to pay for a post-
doctoral student's travel from his previous place of residence to

the university. There appears to be no reason why this action
should not have been requested prior to the trip. However, another
researcher's request for reimbursement of foreign travel costs
seemed reasonable even if it was approved retroactively. The re-
searcher went to England to work with another scientist on research

being supported by NSF. The other scientist had a grant that paid
for the researcherS,air travel and some of his living expenses.
Since his costs exceeded what the other grant could pay for, the
researcher asked for reimbursement of his living expenses in Eng-

land after he returned to the university. The OPAS documentation
noted that a similar,request for travel, was made_in October 1978

and approved by NSF. The documentation also noted that approval
would have been given if the request had been made prior to the

trip.

In addition, delegating authority-to the OPAS to approve
pre-ward costs could have implications under the Anti-Deficiency

Act (31 U.S.C. 665)4kwhich,prohibits agencies from incurring ob-
ligations in advance of appropriations. As noted previously,
pre-award costs, to be allowable under the experiment, must have
been incurred within the 90-day period immediately preceding the

effective date of the grant. If a particular award were made at
the begiaping of a fiscal year, the preceding 90-day period could
include-iome time b*fore the new appropriation became available.

To preclude possible Anti-Deficiency Act problems, applicable
NSF regulations ot the grant agreements should make it clear that
the approval process cannot impose an obligation on the United
States prior to the availability of an appropriation to fund the

costs. See 56 Comp. den. 31 (1976).

Scientific accountability

NSF said pre-award Scientific accountabili.ty will probably

not be affected by the experiment because'it does not change the
way proposals are submitted, reviewed, and funded by NSF through
the peer review process. However, NSF hap not determined what
the universities"responsibilities for poht-award scientific ac-
countability should be. We identified one concern during our
review which could affect post-award scientific accountability.



Accountability will be affected if NSF's deCisions to award
funds for a certain scope.of work are changed by researchers who
end up doing work in other areas. The relatively small size*of
most OPAS actions make it unlikely that any changed a grant's
work scope. However, several OPAS actions on the same grant
could have a cumulative effect that might affect the grAnt's
work scope.

For example, at one university, after several consecutive
budget change requests for equipment purchases had been approved
for one grant, the university-wide layer of the OPAS questioned
a further request for another rebudgeting action to purchase
equipment because it believed the cumulative effect of all these
requests might have changed the direction of the research.
The OPAS consulted with the chairman and theS, decided to ask
the reiearcher to solicit NSF's opinicin on these changes. NSF,
had no problems with the changes and the OPAS approved them.
At another university, the OPAS specifically reviews the 'actions'
effect on a grant's scope when the requested change is in an
area reserVed for NSF approval. For example, the university
considers a change of time expenditures approaching 25 percent

- of the amount budgeted as having a possible impact on the scope
of work. The university would send these requests to NSF for
their approval.

Our review of OPAS adtions found-only one grant where a
researcher had rebudgeted over 25 percent of his grant funds. .

The researcher rebudgeted 32,3 percent of his funds to purchase
equipment. We believe having to reRort all cumulative OPAS
actions that exceed 25 percent of a grant's budget is warranted
by the increased accountability provided when NSF reviews these
actions.
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CHAPTER 3

PRASE II EXPANSfOp

Phase I both expands and modifies the Master Grant phase.
Phase II xpands the prior approval authorities delegated to the
OPAS fro thekichemistry department to all university research de--
partments h4aring NSt grants. Phase II modifies the experiment by
substituting the concept of relatedness for aggregation. The ag-
gregation concept grouped grants together under one master grant
for administrative purposes because they were awarded by NSF's
Chemistry Division to a university's.chemistry department. The
relatedness concept allows funds to be committed'or expended from
a research grant for allowable costs incurred on other scientif-
ically related grants.

The OPAS remains the key feature of the experiment and its
functions become even more critical in Phase II. The OPAg will
continue to review and approve researchers: requests to assure
that delegated authorities are exercised properly. In addition,
the OPAS is responsible for reviewing and approving requests to
relate research grants. This additional responsibility will
..require the OPASs to have the scientific expertise neessary to
eview and approve requests to relate research grants.

RATIONALE FOR CHANGE TO PHAiE II

NSF decided toci expand to ph se II on th2_basis of informa-
tion it developed during the fir t fe monthrof the experiment.
NSF decided that while fhe result re encouraging there was
a need to introduce some basic changes in the experiment.. The
Changes NSF identified included the need eo reconsider the use
of the master grant mechanism and the aggregation concept.

v

NSF officials said the master grant mechanism was too cum-
bersome administratively within NSF. An NSF official noted that
tlie master grants required a new system overlaying the standard
system, required more effort and paper processing, and caused
significant problems identifying and converting exiSting awards,
and that it was difficult: for NSF's M'anagement Information System
to accommodate the changes. Because of these problems, expansion
of t.he experiment to other NSF program areas was considered doubt-
ful.

NSF*officials Bound that there had not been many fund trans-
fers under the aggregation feature of the- master.grant. They said
that thesdelegated authorities'Ior pre-award costs and no-cost ex-
tensions reduced the number of gaps'in funding which eliminated
many of the situations where they expected fund transfers to be
used. An NSF4bfficial added that the 2-year award period for
master grants limited fund transfers between grants since funds
could notioe transferred between master grants.
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Also, some concern was expresseTwithin NSF about the aggregatikion
concept, Which was viewed as giving too much flexibility in using
grant funds among otherwise unrelated grants.

NSF officials also said the relatedndss concept offered bene-
fits beyond the aggregation conceptv They noted that aggregation
focused on all researchers in a deptXment that had a grant from
the Chemistry Division. NSF discovered that most audit exceptions#
for cost transfers usually involved individual researchers with 11(

multiple grants. Aggregationcould not help many of these re-
searchers because their grants were frqm different NSF 4ivisions
and/or other Federal agencies. Therefore, NSF believedtthat by I.

shifting from aggregation, to scientific relatedness thelexperiment
could reduce many of the present problems associated with audit
disallowances for cost transfers between a researcher's related
grants.- A NSF official said that the relatedness concept is an
attempt to resolve some of the time and effort reporting problems
universities are having implementing revised OMB Circular A-21..
He said relatedness should have a positive effect on resolving

"researchers problems in allocating their time among related
research grants.

Additionally, NSF officials believedithe concept could
eventually be used for related grants Taarded by other Federal
agencies. An NSF official said relateeness can be used on an
interagency basis as long as the restrictions involved in main-,
taining separatc congressional appropriation accounts are main-
tained.

THE RELATEDNESS CONCEPT

Although NSF has not specificallydefined relate ess, it
developed parameters which an OPAS cah use to hel etermine

. "commonality of research," i.e., the circumstanc s under which
the scopes of'two or more grants can be regarded as a single
scope for research management purposes. NSF Gendtal Grant
Conditions for Phase IIrprovide the following examples: (1)
the theofetical approaches of grants are related, (2) studies
of the same phenomena are conducted by the same or different
techniques; studies of different phenomena are conducted by
the same techniques, and (3) specific 6nstrumentation, which is
central to the work being performed, is used. We believe the
OPAS must have the scientific expertise necessary to review and

.11

approve requests tokrelate resvarch grants. ,

Once two or more grants are related, funds may be committed
or expended from one grant for al1owable costs incurred on other
related grants during the grant period. An NSF official said that
some grants may be excluddd from using the relatedness concept.
He said these exclusions would be determined jointly by NSF pro-
gram and grants officials.'

The OPAS makes the only determination of relatedness if an
individual researcher wants to relate two or more NSF grants. If
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ftwo or more researchers want ito relate their grants, the OPAS has
to approve the request and the approved request must.then be sent
to NSF's Diyision of Gr-ants and Contracts. That division discusses
fhe request with the cognizant NSF program officers. NSF approval
is automatic if it does not reject the request within 30 days after
receipt.

Reporting expenditures for
related research grants

Researchers are required to report expenditures for each NSF
grant on the Federal Cash Transaction Report (discusspd on page
65). For two grants which are deteimined to be scientifIcally re-
lated, expenditures from the funds of one grant to assist another,
grant are reported to NSF as having been charged to the assisting
grant. In other words, expenditures made for related resarch
grants are reported to NSF as having been spent on the grants they
were awarded for, not on the grants they were actually spent on.
Although the total spent on the related grants would be accurate,
the actual amount spent on each individual grant could not be de-
termined. Therefore, under ikhe relatedness concept, there will be
some loss of financial accountability for individual grants that
are scientifically related. For example, suppose a researcher has
two $50,000 NSF grants, A and B. If the researcher related the
grants and spent $5,000 of grant A funds to buy a piece of equip-
ment for grant B, he or she still repgrts the funds as having been
spent on grant A.

IFLEMENTING PHASE II AT'THE UNIVERSITIES

The nine universities participating in the Master Grant phase
_expanded to Phase II by June 1, 1981. In addition, three other
universities entered the experiment beginning with Phase II. The
number of departments with NSF grants and the number of researchers
with two or more NSF grants are listed in table 6.

PHASE II OPAS STRUCTURES

The Phase II OPASs varied slighty from the mast:er grant OPASs
at the five Master Grant phase participants that had expanded to
Phase II while we were still reviewing the master grants. Four of
the universities had multi-layer OPASs and one had.a single layer
OPAS.. At least one of the three additional Phase II participants
is experimenting with a different OPAS structure.

Mulii-layer OPAS

Three sof the multi-layer OPAS universit'es plan to use,
with some slight variations, the same multi- ayer ORAS structure
and procedures as used in the Master Grant phase. The depart-
ment chairmen will review relatedness requests for scientific
propriety. Once reldtedness has been determined, a researcher
can allocatp.costs to either grant without further OPAS approval.

. However, relatedness is not a blanket.authority and.researchers
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University

Master Grant
Participants

47,

Table 6

Profile of Phase II Universities

No. of University No. of Researchers
Entered Departments with with Two or More
Phase II NSF Grants NSF Grants

1) A 1%1/81 53 41
2) E 2/1/81 29 28
3) D 3/1/81 6 30
4) C 3/1/81 31 15
5) d 3/1/81 35 . 71
6) H 3/1/81 a/ 9 b/
7) I 4/1/81 52 EV
8) B 6/1/81 55 41
9) F 6/1/81 40 33

/
New4Participa t

A

10) Princeto 1/1/81 22 20 b/
11) Stanford 3/1/81 42 46 IV
12) Yale 3/1/81 37 26 B/

- a/University was-included in our review--data not readily
ayailable.

b/NSF's Office of Audit and Oversight "Report oi Audit and
Oversight AAU-NSF Experiment in Grant Adminis ration,"
0A0-81-1166, June 29, 1981.

3

will ha've to obtain OPAS approval for those dele ated authorities
4needing prior approval. For example, equipment urchases over
$1,000 not approved in either related t'rant budg t require OPAS
approvar.

Two of the three universities' chemistry d partments plan to
keep separate accounts for each individual gran 's relatedness ex-
penditpres to maintain accountability for intertial use. Other de-
partments at these universities had not determ ed at the time of
our review how they would account for expendit res'among related
grants.

/
The'fourth multi-layer, OPAS university that expanded to Phase

II plans to us'e two systems. Departments with three or! more ac-
tive NSF grants would use the Master Grant phase system. Depart-
ments wit less than three NSF grants will be allowed to .use a

.X.,: less form system, i.e., they can use just the department chair-
man instead of a committee for the first layer of review or they

. may combine with another department. The two university-wide
h.
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layvs will still review and approve all requests. As at the
other three universities, once relatedness has been determined,
researchers can allocate costs to either grant without further
OPAS approval as long as the specific action does not otherwise
require prior approval.

. A university official said individual grant expenditure .

records still be maintained, although they may not be accu-
rate on an individual basis because of expenditures fov related.
grants. The official noted that the aggregate records should be
correct. ,For example, a researcher may initially estimate spend-
ing 20 percent of his or her time on grant A and,30 pergent on
grant B, whereas the percentage may actually be reversed. If the
researcher relates the grants, no adjustment is needed for the
varAance 'of actual to projected time since the total effort on
the two related grants is still 50 percent. However, he stated
that expenditures for each individual grant will be misstated,
but this becomes moot since under the relatedness concept the
focus is on the total expenditures of both grants.

This spme university official said a researcher who has
related a grant to another researcher's grant may nevertheless
want to know which expenditures have directly benefited his or
her own portion of the related research. Kowever, he pointed
out that this individual grant focus is contrary.to the spirit
of the relatedness concept. As a result, any such records will
have to be maintained by the researcher Since it will not be
provided by the university's accounting system.

Single,layer OPAS

The university with the single layer OPAS structure that ex-
panded to Phase II while we were reviewing the Master Grant phase
plans to use two OPAS structures to implement Phase II. Depart-
ments will be assigned to either Type'I or Type II structures
based on (1) departmental resources for administration, (2) NSF
grant volume, and (3) administrative experience. Type,I depart-
ments will follow the master grant OPAS procedures, i.e., only
the department chairman's approval will be required for most
authorities. Type II departments will have actions approved by
both the department chairman and the university's direCtor of
grants and contracts. In addition, an administrative staff per-
son will review all requests after they have Veen approved.

This university plans to handle expenditures for related
grants differently from the other .four universiti x-
penditure for-related research grants must be appr ved by the
OPAS on a transaction by transaction basis. A university offi-
cial said relatedness must be determined pased on each requested
action. For example, just because two grants were related to _

enable a researcher to purchase a piece of eqUipment for one
grant does not mean that the grants are related for other type's%)

of expenditures. As 'a-result, each OPAS request must be evalu-
ated separately. At the other universities, once two grants are
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related, the grants are treated as if their scopes of work are
combined. Therefore, expenditures may be allocated to eitherl
grant without an OPAS request. A 'university official said that
a researcher may request that type of relateaness, i.e., where
the work scopes are cOmbined, but he does not expect it to hap-.

, pen very often. The official said the researcher would have to
provide a very detailed expranation to have that type of related-
ness approved.

This university is also experimehting with the documenta-
tion of-its Phase II OPAS actions. The.university and NSF
agreed that the documentation of OPAS reviews required by NSF
policy may be construedto consist of the identification of
the decision and signatures of responsible officils certifying
thatiphe request has been reviewed for all NSF requirements.
University document& note:

...the review depends on a communication, between
the [researcher] and those whose approval is re-
quired, which identifies the proposed action and
the reasons for it. This 'communication need not
be written, but the documentation of the review
must certify 'that the...basic review criteria
have been responsibly considered. The review f

will also involve reference to the grant account:0
and grant file."

Therefore, the documentation of this university's OPAS,actions
does not,have to contain the reason for the action.

Additional Phase II participants'
OPAS structures

NSF was not sure of the OPAS structUres at two of the three
additional Phase II participants even after the experiment's au-
thorities had been delegated to the participants. An NSF official
said that one and perhaps two universities,only involved in Phase

.II are experimenting with another type of OPAS structure, one that
does not include the department chairman. At one of these univer-
,sities, the OPA$ consists'of a Single official, independent of the
scientific departments, who is responsible for reviewing and ap-
proving OPAS actions. The NSF official .said that

1.

officials atthe
seCond university were discussing eliminating the departmerit chair-
men from their OPAS and having a structure simii.ar to 'the one just
discussed. The official said he would not know for sure until the-
university sent copies of its OPAS actions to NSF (the generAl
grant conditions for Phase II do not require NSF approVal of OPAS;
in fact, they do not require the universities to send a description
of the OPAS to NSF).

. An psF official said the third-university involNiea only in
Phase II is using a multi-layer structure including the depart-.
ment chairmen and at least Ond official independent of the scien-
tific department. The official said that although he dOes not
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know the eXact nature of the OPAS structure, he has ssured him-
self that each -of the additional universities has a prson who is
knowledgeable about the experiment and NSF's goals.

RESEARCHERS' AND'ADMINISTRATORS!
REACTIONS' TO PHASE II

Researchers' reactions to the expansion to Phase II were
mixed. Most researchers who responded to our questions about
the relatedness concept said they would consider using it. One
)of the major advantages cited by researchers was that related-
ness allows them to allocate costs among related grants which
many believed would reduce the need to transfer costs. Re-
searchers also noted that the relatedness concept could promote
sharing of resources, equipment, and personnel, and that it
provides a mechanism to keep research going during funding gaps.

Several researchers had concerns about the relatedness con-
cept. One department chairman sa'id he would not approve related-
ness requests because he believes there is potential for senior
researchers to pressure junior researchers and that researchers
with grants in a deficit position would use relatedness to erad-
icate the deficit. Researchers at three universities felt that
relatedness could be a threat to the competitive nature of the
individual research grantsystem. These researchers said they
preferred to be judged on their own merits and that would be
difficult if they related their grants.

Several administrators saw promise in the Phase II expansion.
They said significant benefits would accrue to a researcher with
two or more NSF grants, particularly in reducing the potential for
costly audit disallowances. The administrators added that ques-
tionable cost transfers will be eliminated when grants are related.
They also said that adjustments for variances in time devoted to
each of two related grants will not be needed if the total effo/lt

chargeable to both grants is the same as originally projected.
One administrator noted thaklifting the Master Grant phasere-
striction that funds could nat be transferred between master
grants would facilitate interactions among researchers. Another
administrator was not as 'enthusiastic, however. He saad Phase II
would significantly increase the university's responsibilities,
drain administratiye resources, and that it might be difficult to
maintain reasonabl6 control. Several administrators said they did
not expect many requests to relate grants.

p.
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CHAPTER 4

THE NSF EXPERIMENT NEEDS TO BE
ETTER MANAGED AND EVALUATED

1
Achieving suc ess in an experiment requires good management

and evaluation. G od management keeps the experiment on course
toward As goals. Proper evaluation begins with-designing the
experiment and dete'rmining its goals in measurable terms; estab-
lishing criteria fo'r success, including some basis for comparison
such as evaluation of existing conditions against which to mea'aure
changes fostered by the experiment; and establiqhing an indepen-
dent evalua'tion team to monitor and assess results of the experi-
ment.

Our review of NSF's monitoring of its experiment raised a
number of concerns. NSF started the Master Grant phase without
reviewing the eXisting university prior approval_systems. It did

r not monitor the experiment as well as it could have and started
Phase II of the experiment without completing the evaluations of
the Master Grant phase universities or the master grant OPASs.
Also, at the time of our review, NSF did not have an evaluation
plan forPhase II of the experiment.

PRIOR APPROVAL SYSTEMS IN EFFEC70
BEFORE MASTER GRANTS NOT REVIEWED

NSF said there was little risk in delegating p"rior approval
authorities to the upiversities participating in the Master
Grant phase because the universities already had prior approval
systems in place and the delegated authorities applied only to
NSF Chemistry Division grants. In 1977, NSF delegated four grant
administrative authorities to all NSF grantees provided that they
establish an organi,zational prior approval system. Actions on
grants needing the delegated authorities required prior approval
before costs resulting from the actions could be charged to NSF
grants.4 The four types ,of acLons were (1) alterations and reno-
vationp under $1,000, (2) cumulatiiie expenditures for equipment
which exceeded budget amounts by more than 25 percent, (3) cumu-
lative domestic travel expenditures which exceeded 125 percent
of amount budgeted, or $500, whiChever was, greater, and (4) hiring
consultants hot alr4dy budgeted in the grant. The prior approval
systems were required to review researchers' requests for actione
using the same criteria the future master grant OPAS would use. ,

However, N'SF d0 not revkew how well these delegated authorities
were used befoee beginnieg the experiment.

The three universities with singde-layer master grant OPASs
each removed at least one official (layer) from the pre-master
grantApPASs that had provided a review of the actions independent
of thArscientific departments requesting the actions and that
provided a university-wide perspective. One university's master
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grant OPAS eliminated4two layers of review, from the e'xisting
prior approval systems. A university official said the two layers
reviewbd each action fdr scientific propriety, technical need,

and agency and :University policy requirements.' In addition,
one of the two eliminated layers reviewed the grant document
to determine if there were any restrictionson the funds awarded%
The official said that after several years of experience, one
layer reviewed all requests and the other rayer reviewed only

'requests, that were denied. The bfficial said the re'o0.ews
conducted by these two layers were delegated to thkjepart-
ment chairman in the master grant OPAS but noted that a.pei-son
in one of thelemoved layers reviews every OPAS action to assure

it complies with university and NSF reqvirements. The other two
universities eliminated layers that reviewed for compliance with

NSF and uniArsity policy requiremen4,_
i

NSF DID NOT CLOSELY MONITOR
THE EXPERIMENT

Evidence
-indicates that NSF did not closely monitor the

experiment. 'According to one NSF official, oversight nd moni-
toring activities included meetings with.other NSF officials,
and site visits to many of the participating institutions to
obtain information useful in conducting and evaluating the

eXperiment. The official said site visits were a significant
factor in the-decision,to move to Phase II and to add otlpr
institutions to the experiment. However, as discussed b4low,
we found a number of problems with the way NSF carried out its
monitoring role.

Accountability problems
at one university not-identified

Financial accountability for Federal research grants
-administeeed undar one university's Master Gratit experiment we

examined is deficient. In part, this problem emanates from
accounting system inadequacies that predated the Master Grant'

experiment. The unimersity's implementation of the experiment,

including the OPAS structure, operations, and documentation, have
added to these deficiencies.

The university's,Oaster grant OPAS eliminated the review

level with a university-wide perspective in its existing prior
approval system. The university "grants office"-, was part of

, the existing prior approval system. Its review incfuded an
analysis clf the OPAS action id light of the agency's reporting

end other requirements, Ap discussed earlier,.the chemistry
department chairman, who was given this responsibility in the
master grant OPAS, said he does not review requests for sci-
entific propriety, research relevance, or policy permissibility
because to do so would be an insult to the researcher. The

chairman also designated an administrative staff person as

his official alternate. He told this staff person t6 put total

confil4nce in he researcher's justifications when reviewing

, requests. ik
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The potential negative effect on grant accountability
caused by this limited OPAS review is demonstrated by the follow-
ing four actions approved,by the university's master grant OPAS.
The chairman approved his own OPAS request, without subsequen't
review, which was prohibited by the master grant agreement.
The prior approval system approved a pre-award reTiest, retro-
actively, which is contrary to the master grant agreements. Al-
though the chairman is opposed to using OPAS to approve foreign
travel requests, one was approved by his alternate. The OPAS's
failure to properly review a request, indeed its disregard for
critically reviewing OPAS request's, may have resulted in a vio-
lation of a special grant condition (see 'p. 31).4000.

The lack of documentation of OPAS actions also weakened
financial accountability. Four of the 12 actions did not
indicate the scientific reason for the request. Eight of the
12 did not contain sufficient information to.permit a proper
review. ,The OPAS review and approval was documented by the
official certifying that he had reviewed the request. However,
the unil:rersity's certification did not indicate that all neces7
sary reviews had been made. .It states that "[the] request
has been reviewed with respect to scientific considerations
and to NSF and University policies and is approved." There
is no evidence that any review was made for effective utiliza-
tion of institut,ional resources or fund availability as was
required by the master grant agreement.

The mas&r grant was superimposed on a deficient account-
ing\ system. The chairman said there always have been problems
in assuring accountability for grant funds. He said his staff
reported that the university controller's office is 6 to.7
months behind in charging purchase orders against grants. The'
system's lack qf expenditure controls often permits grants to
be charged costs in excess of budgeted amounts. For example,
two grants under the master grants which had been expired for
nearly a year each had a deficit in excess of $25,000. As a
result of the lack of expenditure controls, the chairman be-
lieves neither he nor the researchers could assure financial
accountability. Weaknesses in the accounting system:are further
demonstrated by the university's failure to adjust grant budgets
for many approved OPAS actions. Revised grant budgets are not
normally processed for most OPAS actions.

We'found that these deficiencies in the university's
implementation ofs-the master grant authorities offered sig-
nificant potential for weakening financial accountability for
research grant.funds. Perhaps most serious is the superficial
review given OPAS actions by the chairman and.hiS alternates.
The lack of a subsequent leve41 of review further coniributes
to the ifidoMpIete assessment of OPAS requests. Without a
university-wide official reviewing these requests, NSF and
university policy considerations are given little attention.,
,Beca.use of the deficiencies'at this university combined with
the preexisting accounting saystem weaknesses,zthere is little
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assurance that grant funds are being properly acCounted for and
expended for authorized purpdses.

NSF officials in charge of the experiment did not plan to
conduct an indepth review-of the university's use of the master
grant authorities oramthe prior approval system before expanding
to Phase II, even though the Dj.rector'of the Office of Audit and
Oversight said in a February 1980 memorandum that he opposed
"...any extension of [the delegated authorities at this uni-
versity] unless a very thorough review justifies placing more
confidence in their handling of such matters than appears war-
ranted at the presen time."

Special grant conditions
were not monitored

When NSF delegated the authorities to the universities,
it delegated the responsibilities for monitoring special grant
conditions to the OPASs. However, not all of the OPASs were
aware of this responsibility. For example,, one grant under a
master grant had a special 9rant condition that mandated that
specified funds in the equipment line item be used to purchase
a lasersystem. An OPAS action was approved that used some of
these funds to buy other equipment. Tor unknown reasons, the

.request was submitted to the OPAS twice. The first OPAS offi-
cial, a designee for the department chairman, was not aware of
the special grant,conditiöp and approved the'request. He said
he did not review the award documents to determine if granting
the OPAS request would affect special grant conditions. The
chairman's signatute,appeared on th4 form for the second sub-
mission of this reqUest. ,The chairman said he was overseas
at.the time and approval was actually given by his administra-
tive assistant. Nevertheless, he said he would have signed the
request and not bothered to inquire into the regearcher's prior
equipment-purchases under the grant.

Implementation of Phage II
needed better planning

NSF did not closely monitor the implementation of phase II.
The expansion to Phase II was done Without finalizing how to
administer individual grants under the terminated master grants.
Items that still needed to be finalized, after,Phase II had
already begun; inpluded the expiration date of the individual
grants that had b.fien under the master grants and the adminis-
tration of grants that were in surplus or deficit positions
'awaiting fund transfers.

-*Communication between NSF and
universities could be improved

Day-to-day communication between NSF and t7e universities
needs to be improved. Although NSF terminated the master grants
With one university's State,system on arch 1, 1981, university
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diffirials were unaware of this in early March 1981. Another
example of the communication problem was a university's attempt
to resolve a problem it had when the mastler grants were termi-
nated. According to a university official, this university
asked -NSF if it could continue the master grant format until
the grants expired to keep paperwork and confusion to a minimum.
However, NSF was not able to arrange this. The official then
proposed extending the ending dates of all grants in the first
master grant to November 1982 and allowing fund transfer actions
on those grants. He said this would relieve a heavy administra-
tive burden in final reporting and allow the university to com-
plete a number of planned fund transfer actions. The university
offirial said it took 3 months to work out-the det:ails, but NSF
agreed to this plan. The official said that even though there
wefe some problems and confusion associated with the transfer
in the chemistry department, the rest of the uhiversity, which
was not under the Master Grant phase, did obt have any problems

-with-the trandition-to Phase II.

Another example o9 the lack of'communication between NSF
and participating uni ersities resulted, in one university's
not attempting any nd trarisfers. During a visit to discuss
the proposed Phase II, an NSF official gave incorA-ect inform.a,
tion to university officials. The NSF official had reviewed
a proposed fund transfer that two researchers had agreed to and
noted.that the grants were'not related. University officials
said, based on this interpretation, no more fund transfers would
be attempted- However, under the master grant authorities the
grants did not have to be related, since they were included in
the same master grant.

MORE EVALUATION NEEDED
gik

Some NSF review of the experiment has occiarred. However,
we believe that not enough has been done to provide needed re-
view.

Master'grant evaluations
not completed prior to
expanding to Phase II

NSF expanded the master grant experiment to Phase II with
only a very limited review of the Master Grant phase. The master
grant agreements included evaluations to be conducted at the end
of 6 months and again at the end of the first year. NSF conducted
the'6-month evaluation at only fon.t of the nine universities. The
evaluation consisted of questionnaires that were coMpleted anony-
mously by 44 researchers, and discussions held,with researchers,
department chairmen, individuals having responsibility for review
of transactions under the OPAS, accounting officials, and othe
administrative support staff. Also, a limited review of documen-
tation and other records pertinent to the experiment was made.
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. The results of the 6-month evaluation were summarized by
an NSF official as follows. Delegations of the prior approval
authorities Were used less than NSF expected in that.the univer-

_, sities were conservative in using the additional flexibility
the authorities provided, the greatest use of flexibility was
Alrn purchasing equipment, and the,time savings on hiring and
obtainirig approvfls for starting a grant were found to be
important. The 'researchers' concerns about being dominated or
ripped off did not materialize--the prior approval systems
required their_approval for dhanges affectilg,them, cooperation
among researchers was encouraged, and the researchers' commun- 4
ication with NSF program officers was apparently not reduced.

The 6-month evaluation recomMended that agreements be modi-
fied to expand the OPAS delegation of authority,feature to all
departments at.the four universities included iok the evaluation,
sinoe the _universities had demonstrated the ability to manage
this activity properly and the OPAS delegations had produced
significant efficiencies in grant management. The recommen-
dation included the provision that this expansion would be made
only to the extent that the universtties considered it feasible
and that they would submit modified OPAS descriptions to assure
that appropriate controls were in place on a larger scale.

The evaluation report also recommended expanding the
Master Grant experiment at chemistry departments to include
all NSF-funded grants, not just those from the chemistry
division; expanding the full experiment to the universitfbs'

oet engineering departmen go and including all NSF gants to t4
engineering departme tsp. In addition, the report contained an
additional recommenda on suggested by one of the members of
the review team to expl e concepts of relatedness that could
'provide research managemen flexibility without the master grant
concept of Aggregation. No mmediate action was taken by NSF
on any of ,t.he specific recomme dations.

NSF did not conduct the 6-mo th evaluation at the remain-
ing five schools and did not condu t any first-year evaluations
at any of the nine schools. Accor ng to NSF offiCials, they
did not complete the evaluation bec4uise they had determined
that the master. grant OPAS mechanis was working, and if it
worked for the chemistry departments at four universities, it+-0
would work everywhere else. Alscx; the first evaluation led
NSF to develop information on the relatedness concept and the
problems researchers encounter with allocating costs among'grants.

We assessed NSF's.6-month evaluation and found the follow-
ing prOblems. First, NSF's evaluation report noted lt 6 months
was not enoug4 time to make an indepth evaluation of ch a com-
plex experiment. Second, the evaluation was conducted by the
team running the experiment. Third, the evaluation was based
mostly on questionnaires and interviews. Fourth, only liftlited
reviews were made of OPAS actions or of accounting records sup-
porting chargesto individual grants. NSF's evaluation report
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noted that these reviews were essentially informal L
in nature,

consisting primarily of discussions with university personnel
and a cursory examination of the underlying records.

Little evaluation of universities'
OPASs prior to expanding to Phase II

Under the experiment, NSF delegated certain powers to the
universities that ordinarily would be exercised by NSF officials.,
As a condition of NSF's delegation, universities were required
to have OPASs to assure that the delegated powers were exercised
properly. NSF viewed this as the way to maintain (or possibly
increase) grant fund accountability while also reducing Federal
intrusion and red tape related to NSF grants at the universities.
The OPASs were the heart of the grant administration experiment
since they exercised the newly delegated powers and were intended
to assure proper accountability over NSF grant funds.

Given this, it would_peem that the most important aspect of
any evaluation of the experiment would include a thorough review
of the OPAS at each university participatiqg in,the experiment
before the experiment was expanded at each university or expanded
to other universities. In fact, before the expansioI to Phase II,
the Director of NSF's Office of Audit and Ovel-sight wrote to the
NSF official responsible for the experiment that: "...a thorough
review ofddemonstrated.administrative responsibility is a sine
qua non for any extension of the delegation ol authority either
to the current list of Master Grant institutions or to others."

a

However, NSF did not conduct this type of evaluation and
decided to expand to Phase II without evaluating.the adequacy
of the existing OPASs at the universities.-Also, the three
additional Phase II participants,:which had 'no operational
experience with the Master Grant phase of the experiment, were
not reviewed to,determine if they could handle the experiment.
Even after 3 months of patticipation, the NSF official in charge
of the experiment was not sure of the OPAS structures of two of
the additional participants.

,

Reaponsibility for audit. /

of experiment's grants
_

NSF's response to our draft report stated that NSF did not
assume responsibility for the auditoof all grants under the ex-
periment and that this responsibility remains with the cognizant'
audit agencies. Our draft report stated that NSF had assumed
responsibility for the audit of all grants.under the experiment at
the participating universities. This information was based on in-
terviews with NSF officials where we were given information con-
trary to NSF's current pdsition. NSF statements to us led,us to
believe that NSF had responsibility for auditing,NSF grants at the
institutions participating in the experiment. We do not object to
the cognizant audit agencies having responsibility for auditing

,

NSF grants at the participating institutions and have deleted our
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draft recommendation in light of the additional information NSF
provided.

NSF review ofi,experiment

In July 1980s, an NSF official noted that NSF did not have a
formal plan tq evaluate the experiment at the nine universities.
He said NSF would be Conducting an audit and that NSF audit of-
ficials were warking on audit guidelines and the schedule for
visits. He noited that each university's system would be evaluated
before it.is given expanded OPAS authorities; however, the ques-
tion was how to do the evaluation. An NSF audit official provided
us with a copy ofAtheir audlt guidelines and the dates visits
were planned.

In March 1981, an NSF official said that the planned audit
was not an audit or an evaluation but an abbreviated review aimed
at information to.help.structure the future Phase II
evalu tion. Researchers were interviewed on the relatedness con-
cept and how they viewed the OPAS and the types, Of documentation
OPAS required. NSF issued a report on the audit dated June 29,
1981. The report said that reviews were conducted at eight of
the master grant universities. The report said the reviews were
limited primarily to examining the astions taken under the OPAS,
documentation supporting these acticks, and interviews with re-
searchers and other grantee personnel? to determine their views
on the concept of the relatedness of research projects. The
repart also contained some statements-on the evaluation of Phase
II. It stated that:

"[NSF] will make an evaluation4bf the results
of Phase II after each institution has had
significant experience..The evaluation will
be structured to include participation by NSF
representatives from the Division ok,Grants
and Contracts,,Office of Audit and Oversight,
and the program offices-to assure that all
relevant elements of NSF have input since the
evaluaticA could result in the development of
new or revised NF policies and procedures.

' In our opinion, .11,e evaluation should be made
before any decision is rea"ched to apply any

( new provisions to NSF grants at all qualified
40.11 colleges and universities."

, Phase II began January 1, 1981. NSF officials said in
March 1981 that they planned to develop a Phase II evaluation
plan during the next 4 to 5 months. They said they expected
their Phase II evaluation to begin sometime in fiscal year 1982.

However, _according to an NSF official, the Phase II evaluation
plan had not been prepared at the time of our review.
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The report on NSF's audit provided the only evaluation
information on the experiment besides the report on the review
performed at four universities atter 6 months under the Master
Grant phase. While both reports contained useful information,
neither showed that a thorough evaluation, conducted by persons
not directly involved in the experiment, was done. For example,
neither report identified problems in the single-layer OPAS
structure that we found. In fact, neither report indibated
that the OPAS, which is the key to the experiment, was thoroughly
evaluated.* In addition, while both reports indicated that some
documentation for OPAS actions had been examined, neither found
the documentation problems we identified. With the change to
'scientific relatedness and its potential for use by other Federal
agencies, the OPAS and its documentation become even more critical
for maintaining accounthbirity for Fed6ral research granl funds.

7
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

We believe the experiment can improve Federal-university
relationships, increase the efficiency and economy of Federal
research grant administration, reduce the flow of paper between
the universities and NSF, and prbvide universities and research-
ers more flexibility in the use of grant funds. Although we
found some operational problems which could adversely affect the
experiment's success,(we believe that with the changes suggested'
in this report, the new approach to research grant administration
employed in the experiment will have a beneficial effect on the
future administration of Federal research grant funds. The
cognizant congressional committees should be aware that there is
a liTited los's of financial accountability for individual research
grants when expenditures are made.for related grants. We stress
that the experiment:nOuld not be expanded further until a thorough
esialuation is Opmpleted, the results assessed, and essential
'improvements made:

The experiment redirects the focus of research grant admin-
istration from NSF to individual universities and researchers,
reduces NSF involvement in grant administration, and recognizes
the scientific relatedness of researchers' grants. The Phase II
authority, which allows research grants to be related on a scien-
tific basis, has the potential to increase further the economy
and efficiency of research grant administration. Relatedness
should make it easier for universities and researchers to account
for costs among scientifically related grants and eliminate the
need to make cost transfers between scientifically related grants.
This should reduce problems caused by Federal auditors disallow-
ing cost transfers.

THEMASTER GRANT PHASE'S EFFECT
ON RESEARCH GRANT ADMINISTRATION

We believe that the Master Grant phase of the experiment
met its objectives of increasing the efficiency and economy of
regearch grants supported by NSF. Delegating mdre decision-
making authority to the universities allowed researchers-to
manage their grants more efficiently and economically. Less
time and effort was required to obtain changes in grant budgets,
pre-award costs were permitted to allow grahts to start more
promptly and efficiently, and researchers were given the ability
to respond flexibly at the local level to changing grant needs.

The Master Grant phase had little effect on paperwork at
the universities because OPAS actions still had to be documented
to assure accountability. At NSF, paperwork increased since the
mster grants.required a new administrative system overlaying
the standard system, although some of this increase was probably
a one-ti'me effect due to the experiment. However, the experi-
ment did lead to some reduction in the flow of paper between the
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l'universities and NSF since grant administrative changes are noW
reviewed and approved by the iniversities' OPASs.

. .

The Master Grant phase did not meet its objective of in-
creasing accountability for Federal grant funds. We identified
several areas where better-controls are needed to assure ade-
quate accountability. We found th+ OPASs with a review layer
independent of the research department initiating the request
better assured that the actions were properly reviewed. We also
found that documentation for some OPAS actions dqd not contain
sufficient information to determine if applicable policies and
procedures had been followed.

Accountability will suffer if NSF decisions,to award funds
for a given scope of work are circumvented by researchers doing
work in other areas, if grants with special grant conditions are
not closely monitored to assure OPAS actions do not violate the
special grant condition, and if OPASs approve actions after they
have already been taken. To preclude possible Anti-Deficiency
Act problems, uplicable NSF regulations or the grant agreements
should make it clear that the approval process cannot impose an
obligation on the,United States prior to the availability of an
appropriation to fund the costs. We believe these problems will$
be applicable to Phase II of the experiment and we have made
several iecommendations which, if implemented, should help main:-
tain accountability for NSF research funds in the future.

PHASE II HAS ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

The Master Grant phase benefits.derived from delegating
prior approval authorities for grant budget changes should con-
tinue to accrue during Phase II. The benefits of university
approval of the pre-award costs should also continue. The local
OPAS remains the key feature and it shduld continue to allow
researchers to manage their NSF grants more efficiently and
effectively.

'The new Phase II authority to charge expenditures to one
grant that were incurred for another related research grant
should provide additional benefits. Relating research grants
will increase the researcher's flexibility in allocating costs
among scientifically or .technically related grants. Being able
to more easily allocate costs should decrease the need to make
cost transfers between grants. Relatedness should, at a dini-
mum, eliminate nearly all cost transfers between related grants

-of an individual researcher. The effect of relatedness could
be greater if two or more researchers begin to relate their
grants._ By eliminating many cost transfers and thereby redUcing
the audit resolution problems, the morale of the university
researchers and administrators might improve. The recognition
of the interrelationship of a researcher's grants and the re-
duction of the intrusion of Federal red tape could produce a
better atmosphere for research. However, the benefits of the
,Phase II relatedness concept should tie weighed against the limited
.loss of financial accountability for dividual research grants.
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Two additional potential benefits of Phase II relatedness
are also evident. The recently revised OMB Circular A-21 has
caused problems for universities attempting to implement the
Circular's time and effort reporting requirement. Relating
research grants should reduce and possibly eliminate a re-
searcher's problems in allocating time and effort between
related grants.

Relatedness could potentially be used by other Federal
agencies in the future. An NSF official s it could be used
on an interagency basis, as long as the re trictionl involved
in maintaining separate congressional appropriation accounts
are maintained. While Federal'agencies would continue to award
funds on a discrete grant basis, the researcher would be.free
to manage his or her research funds in the most economical and
efficient manner.

'CHANGES ARE NEEDED IN PHASE II
TO IMPROVE THE EXPERIMENT

We identified several problems in the experiment which, if
corrected, will help NSF to maintain the necessary accountabil-
ity for Federal funds. Our four concerns are that (1) several
OPAS structures either do not provide an independent level of
review or may not provide the necessary scientific expertise,
*(2) the documentation of some OPAS actions will not provide the
information needed to assure accountability, (3) NSF needs to
improve its monitoring of the experiment, and (4). NSF needs to
develop and implement as sOon as possible an evaluation plan to
be,performed by an independent team.

An independent level of
review and scientific expertise

At least one university's Phase II OPAS strpcture does not
include a review layer independent of the departhlent initiating
the request. To assure that each department is exercising the
delegated authoritied properly, we believe the OPAS should in-
clude an official independent of the department initiating the
request.

NSF requires that all OPAS requests be reviewed for scien-
tific, technical, and/or managerial need and propriety. At least
one Phase II OPAS does not include the department chairman and
may not have the scientific expertise necessary to review OPAS
requests. This expertise is critical for requests to relate re-
search grants since approval depends on the scientific or tech-
nical commonality of the' work. We believe that each OPAS,should
have or have available the expertiRe negessary to provide the
scientific review that NSF requires.

'
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AdeqUate documentation of
OPAS actions is essential

Documentation of OPAS actions is an important.Aans of,enl
suring accountability for NSF grant funds. NSF is,experimenting
with requiring just the identificatiori of the OPAS aotion_and the
signatures of the OPAS officials certifying that it has been re-
viewed for NSF requirements. We believe that certification with-
out documentation of the reason for the action is not adequate.

The Master Grant phase allowed tile documentation of OPAS
review and approval at three universities to colyS'ist of identify-
ing the decision and showing that it has been reviewed for gcien-
tific or technical need ,a_ncl propriety, research relevance,,effec-
tive utilization of institutional resources, policy-permisSib4ity,
and fund availability. We found that when the scientific, techn,i-
cal, or administrative reason for the action is,not documented, ,

it is impossible to review that action to determine if applicable',
policies and procedures have been followed. Accountability could t
decrease since it would not be possible to determine if the action
was appropriate.

In addition, NSF has reserved the right to withdraw a univer-
sity's delegated approval authorities if the university mismanans
these authorities. In order to determine whether the universities
have mismanaged the authorities NSF must be able to review the
OPAS decisions, especially the reasons why they were made. This
will not be possible if the reasons for OPAS actions are not docu-
mented.

Monitoring the experiment

NSF needs to do a better job of monitoring the experiment."
The systems universities use to exercise the newly delegated
powers which were intended to assure proper accountability over
NSF grant funds are the heart of the experiment. For this rea-
son, it would seem reasonable that NSF would thoroughly review
both these systems and the systems that preceded them at each
university before delegating or expanding the grant administra-
tive authorities. However, NSF did not conduct this type of
review.

NSF could have done a better job monitoring the experiment
to assure that it was on course toward its goals. Based on our
review, we found that accountability for grant expenditures was
a,problem at one university participating in the experiment,
that sbecial grant conditions were nOt monitored, that Phase II
began without finalizing how to administer individualrants
under the terminated master grants, and that communication be-
tween NSF and the universities needs to be improved.

NSF should assure that the universities are informed of the
changes4.. modifications; etc., to the experiment in a tiaely man-
ner;.clbsely monitor the universities' use of the experitlent's

r
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authorities to assure that delegated authorities are used proper-
ly; and review the OPAS policies and procedures for each partici-
pating university to assure hat the OPAS meets NSF's requirements
fdr policies and procedures before the authorities are delegated
to the universitli.

An evaluation plan

NSF needs to improve its evaluation of the.grant administra-
tion experiment. At the time of our review, NSF had not developed
its evaluation plan for Phase II. Phase II needs to be thoroughly
evaluated by an official or team independent of those managing
the experiment before any consideration is given to expanding the
experiment further. The OPAS mechanism should be the focus of
the evaluation. Because of the potential effect on future Federal
grant administration policies, NSF should not expand the experi-
ment further until the evaluation is complete and the results are
assessed. ,

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY
FOR,INDIVIDUAL GRANTS

- NSF's experiment in grant administration permits researchers
with NSF grants at participating universities to spend funds from
one NSF grant on other scientifically related NSF grants. How=
ever, the funds will be reported to NSF as haying been spent on
the grant they were awarded for, not on the grant they were spent
on. That is, funds spent for one grant can be reported as having
been spent on adother. Some financial accountability for indi-
vidual grans will be lost, since the actual expenditures for each
related grarift might not be the same as the expenditures reported.

RECOMMENDATIONS .

We recommend that the Director of the National Science Foun-
dation twke the following actions to preserve the experiment's
potential to improve research grant administration, while at the'
same time assuring that there will be adequate accountability for
Federal research grant funds.

--Require that each university's OPAS have an official
independent of the participating departments who can
assdre that each department is exerciSing the delegated
authorities properly, and who has or has available the
scientific expertise necessary to review and approve
actions.

- -Require that NSF review each university's OPAS to assure
that the university Jlas established a system that can
act responsibly before any delegations of prior approval
authorities are made.

- -Require that all OPAS actions document (1) the description
of the request, (2) the scientific reason for the request,
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and (3) the soUrce of t1 4 funds being rebudgeted, for're-
budgeting actions on'grants with special grant conditions.

-L-Require th'a,t. (1) each university report to the cognizant
NSF officia\all OPAB! actions on any grant whenever the
cumulative 0 AS actiions (excluding pre-award costs) exceed
25 percent of\the grant's direct costs; and (2) NSF assure
that each part4cipating,university is aware that its OPAS
is responsible\for monitoring all actions on grants with
special grant conditions.

,....0Require that retroactive approvals of actions needing prior
approval (1) document the reasons why prior approval was
not obtained in a timely manner, and (2) certify that ap-
proval would have been given had the request been submitte
on time.

--Develop a:Olase II evaluation' plan and,assure that the
necessary,resources are available to carry it out. The
c.7

evaluatidS should lude a thorough review of each uni-
versity's 0,pAS po icies, procedures, and actions, and be
conducted by Off cial(s).independent of those managing the
experiment.

monitor he universities"' use of the experiment's
'authorities and rovide those responsible for managing the
experiment at the universities with irgormation on,changes,
modifications, etc to the experiment in a timely manner.

,

--Ensure that applicabl egulations or grant agreements
exRlicitly provide that the . thority to'approve pre-award
costs cannot impose an obligation on the United States
prior to the availability of appropriations.

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR RESPONSE

NSF and OMB reviewed and cOmmented on a draft of this report.
NSF generally concurred with the conclusions presented in our re-
port, and believes the report should improve the prospect that the
experiment's concepts will be given favorable.consideration by the
Congress and other Federal.agencies. NSF divided its comments
into three categdries: (1) general comments; (2) comments on our
recommendations; and (3) suggestions on "apparent" errors. The
general comments are coMments and suggestions on what NSF per-
ceiVes to be improvethents or clarifications that could be made in
the report. .In comments on our recommendations, NSF agreed with
or planned Xo consider most of our recommendations. It provided.,
additional information contrary to that previously given to us
Which affected two recommendations. The recommendation regarding
special grant conditions originally required that each university
provide information to NSF to allow it to, monitor these conditions.
It has been revised to allow OPASs to be regponsible for assuring
that special grant.conditiohs are not violated. The recommenda-
tion requires that NSF assure that each participating university
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is aware of its responsibilities. We dëietedthe other recompen-
dation. It is no longer necessary to recommend that NSF provide
adequate audit coverage for the experiment's grants or return the
responsibility to the cognizant audit agencies since NSF informed
us that the cognizant audit agencies curreritly have this responsi-
bility. The recommendation regarding ensuring that pre-award
costs do not impose an obligation on the United States prior to
the availability of the appropriation was'added to the report af-
ter NSF had officiAlly commented on the draft. NSF has not had
the opportunity to comment on it.

The list of,suggestions on "apparent" errors provides addi-
tional information or clarifications.NSF wanted us-to incorporate
into the report and we have generally done this. Their comments
and our responses to them are in appendix I.

OMB agreed with the basic conclusion of the draft report
that the NSF experiment can have important benefits in terms of'
eliminating Ted tape and improving Federal-university relations.
OMB's comments clarified its position on the relatedness concept's
effect on accountability. These coMments and our responses.to
them are in appendix II.
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

NSF'S COMMENTS AND GAO'S RESPONSE

'NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON D C 20550

=

nsf -
r April 16:, 1982

$ 1 *

OFFICE OF THE
DIRECTOR

Mr. Morton A. Myers, Director

Program Analysis Division
United States General Accounting
Office
-Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Myers:

We are responding to your letter of March 18, 1982, asking,for comments on
your draft report on the "AAU-NSF Experiment" in grant adninistration.

We are pleased GAO found that delegation of prior approval authorities to
university OPAS systems increases the efficiency and economy of research grant
administration, and that the relatedness concept increases the researcher's
flexibility in allocating Costs among scientifically or technically related
grants, and could reduce problems winl cost transfers and time and effort
reporting.

We are especially pleased that GAO and OMB staff regard this initiative as
promising. Your report should improve the prospect that it will be given
favorable consideration by the Congress and Federal agen4Q. Your suggestion

oi
that the cognizant Congressional committees consider the concept of
relatedness is important because its full value will only be realized if all
Federal agencies which support research u$e it.

On page 1-7 GAO notes that it undertook its review because of the increasing
concern for how Federal Fesearch irant funds are administered and the
eiperiment's potential,effect on accounting for these funds. The AAU-NSF
experiment was undertaken in the belief that the key problem in

Federalouniversity relations is not how.grant funds are administered7- but is,

rAther, that disagreements over financial accountability are-catised by an
inadequate definitiOn and understanding of the basic grant reld-tionship. As
the National Commission on Rese,woh aoted, the deterioration-i4--
Federal-university rela.tions is associated Ath fiscal and administrative
problems. These problems led NSF to experiment with redefining the basic
relationship by questioning, for example, the traditional procurement-oriented
notion that costs of research, can and must be precisely allocated to
individual_grant_projects. The experiment is testing a modest modification of
that notion by assuming that the Governmeji.t often is supporting an individual
project whicA is a part of a'researcher'S ongoing program of research. Less
financial precision in allocating costs to individual projects is not
Ikgcessarily less accountability.- Indeede, it may well be that clarifying roles

and responsibilities and prpyiding better criteria for the decisions that OPAS
systems make, can contribute to more effective allocation of resources and to
clarifying both Fedeeal and grantee accountability, financial ard_atherivise.
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In the three enclosures to this letter we address ourselves to your comments

on the project and your-recommendations. Our comments are of three types: (1)

general comments and suggestions on what we perceive to belpimprovements or

clarifications that could be made in the report; (2) comment on specific GAO

recommendations': and (3) a listing of apparent errors in the report that you

may wish to correct.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the draft report. The

"experiment" and your report on it should lead to further consideration of

these important issues.

Enclosures

I.

Sincerely yours,.

411144

hn B. Slaugh
Director
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APPENDIX I

3

ENCLOSURE 1

General Comments

APPENDIX I

1 The GAO comments on the management of the experiment assume that the

Aexperiment should have been 'conducted ith a degree of rigor chat we believe
Iwould have been counterproductive. A, asks for goals that can be specified I

in measurable terds so that changes and- results can be measured. The
experiment is in policy development and involves a multitude of variables.. It
is' different from an experiment in which hypotheses can be formulated with
such precision that the data will give a meisurable yes or no answer. In the

. experiment we tried an approach, modified it to deal with the problems it
caused, and now find that those modifications seem to have produced a
successful result. It is not methodological sound to state that the

hould have been co a more rc4orous fashion.a. II -
2 In the experiment we have been examining delegations, new types oE

authorities, OPAS systems, documentation, appropriate roles and
responsibilities, criteria for decisions, scientific,reviews of.decisions, and
so on. The report suggests that before phase II was undertaken, NSF should
have approved OPAS systems, emphasized the need for the traditional type of
documentation, and required that there be a second sbienciriq approval of
scientific decisions. The report's implication-that issues, some of which
onlY -developed during the course of the experiment, could or should have been
resolved before Phase II was undertaken is not consistent with the nature of ,

the experiment. Even with Phase II, we may not have sufficient data or
experience to resolve all these issues to ei/eryone's satisfaction." We believe
the report should recognize that these,are important issues that should be
resolved as soon as possible, not that they should have been resolved before.
the experiment was completed.

3 Page 4-9 of the draft report suggests that NSF should have completed the
evaluation of the master grant phase before moving to Phase II. As the report
notes, there-were a number of problems with the master grapt concept. When
these were recognized, the master grant approach Was discontinued. Phase II
used the same condepts as in the master grant, wi*,the substitution of
"relatedness" for "aggregation." --We believe that continued evaluation of the
master grant approacn would not havrbeen Productive. After Ifiscussions with
the particApating institutions, we concluded that the Phase II approach had a
high probability'of'success, so NSF expanded the experiment to generate more
data by inoluding,essentially all NSF grants at the,participating"
institutionn The number uf OPAS actions in the master grant phase was much
smaller thIn/had been anticipated. We also added three institutions that we
believed would be especially useful-to us in reacting to the concepts being
tested.

,
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4 Page 4712 of the draft report suggests that there should have been more
careful review and approval of OPAS systems before Phase II of the experiment

was begun. Throughout the experiment we have been evaluating OPAS systems.
Not only are different systems needed in different institutions, but OPAS
systems are a variable in the management of research. The functioning of an

OPAS is so intertwined with questions of required approvals, documentation' and
justification that we wanted to. learn from grantees' experiences with
different OPAS systems rather than prescribe a priori what such systems should

be. Therefore, in Phase /I NSF did.not want to prescribe or specifically
approve OPAS systems in advance (though they were discusesed with

participants). We consciously chose to encourage the institutions to use
their best judgment in developing OPAS systems that would most effectively
serve.the purposes of research management, so long as key universitY officials
understood the pulposes of the experiment and the OPAS met the requirement
that there must be an independent review of investigator-initiated actions.
Only now, with the review of large numbers of OPAS actions, does it make sense
.to begin to define what minimum OPAS responsibilities should be. We expect to

do that in tho near future. Interestingly, some participants have made
changes in their OPAS systems based on their experience during Phase II.

5 Page 5-6 of the draft report suggesté that NSF should have been requiring more
documentation and should not have been permitting use of certification at one

institution. Again, these suggestions are inconsistent with the fact that we

are experimenting with dotumentation and certification. The amount and nature

of documentation is one of the variables we are trying to examine. In any

future implementatidn, we hope to be able to specify what documentation is
necessary for various types of approvals, and under what circumstances a form

tof certification might be acceptable.

6 Page 4-8 of the draft report-suggests that NSF management of the project
should have provided more information and guidance to participants. The

example used was the case of one participant which had difficulty cohverting
from the master grant phase to 'Phase II, and asked for detailed guidance on

how to manage the transition. That was the only participant which had that

type of problem. NSF staff consulted with this institutipn And concluded that

the problem was one of rigidity in its accounting system. They were told that

they, not NSF, were in.the best position to handle the problem and, consistent
mith the experimene,s intent to enhance grantee responsibilities and capacity,
they should handle it, and NSF would ratify any additional approvals lat were
necessary. They did so, and NSF gave the necessary approvals.

7 Beginning on page 4-3, the draft report presents information indicating vale
doubt about financial accountability at one uhiversity. GAO's, concernslWre

.
()) that the university's accounting system was deficient, making it difficult
to assure grant fund accountability, and (2) that the OPAS under the master
grant phase only provided for approvals by the Department Chairman.---With
respect to (1), over the years,there have been criticisms by federal agencies,
generally acknowledged by the university, of some lack of financial accounta-
bility at the uniVersity. ,NSF recognized that including the university in the
experiment might pose some risk, but concluded that the experiment should not
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be limited only to universities having no such difficulties. Because of the
concerns expressed by GAO, NSF staff made an on-site review and determined
that the institution is making a concerted effort to improve its financial
management system. iven so, the financial information in the Controller's

(/°

ffice still wid running several weeks behind on a real time basis. However,
it was determined that, as is common practice at many institutions, financial
information on individual grants is maintained in the departments. This
information was reliable and was being maintained in a timely manner.
Inasmuch as invastigators were relying on this departmental information in
making decisions involving the expenditure of grant funds, NSF concluded that
OPAS actions would entail no loss of financial accountability for the purposes
of the experiment. With respect to (2), it was agreed by represehtatives of
NSF and the university before Phase II began that the university's "Grants
Office" would be included in the approval processALwould review all actions
initiated under the expanded delegation of approval authority.

There are several references in the report to the concept of relatedness.
While the concept is seen as a means of addressing audit problems :-
particularly cost transfers and some time and effort probleps -- it
nevertheless is cast in a somewhat negative light, i.e.., producing a limited
loss of financial accountability. For example, in the Digest (p. vii) the
report states that "expenditures made for related research grants are reported
to the NSF as having been spent on the grants they were awarded for, not on .
the grants they were actually spent on." Yet on page 1-4 of the report GAO
acknowledges that "some costs may be legitimately assigned to more than one
source" and that "sometimes a researcner needs to maxe some legitimate but
retroactive reallocation of charges, resulting in cost transfers." The
concept of relatedness is based on the premise that investigators pursue a
program of research funded by multiple sponsors. The ?sponsors have an
interest in various aspects of an investigator's overall research program and
provide support for a portion of that program through an often somewhat
arbitrarily defined "pioject." In carrying out a research program an
investigator incurs expenses for supplies, equipment, travel, personnel, and
so on. These expenditures often are allocable to two or more of an
investigator's prbjects. The research overlaps and there is no way precisely
to measure the benefits thit accrue to any project in direct relationship to'
the expenditure of funds. Consequently, investigators oqén allocate costs to
projects in'a subjective manner, sometimes_on the basis of the availability of

funds. To assume that the concept of relatedness results in a loss Of
financial accountability is to assume that there is at present a discreteness
or separability-in individual research projects which does not usually exist.

'Indeed, the concept of relatedness may reflect reality better than the notion
of financial accountability by prOject thAt is assumed in the report.

'419 Page 4-11 of the draft report states that NSF requested and was given
permission by the cognizant audit agencies - DHHS and DCAA - to assume
responsibility fbr the audit of all grants under the experiment. NSF did not
assume responsibility for auditing the grants covered by the experiment. We
made arrangements with the cognizant audit agencies, in compliance with OMB
Circular A-88, to perform site visits to review OPAS systems and determine the
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adequacy of documentation. The arrangements did not include provision for NSF

to take over the audits.of any NSF grants. The audits of all NSF grants

continue to be the responsibility of cognizant audit agencies as part of their
rAgularly scheduled audits of universities. However, in meetings with the
universities, some of which were attended by representatives of the cognizant
audit agencies and GAO staff, we did state that in the event of audit
disallowances which could be attributable to actions associated with the
experiment, NSF.ruld reserve the right to disagree with any disallowance of
expenses associated with any such actions taken in good faith.

10 Finally, inasmuch as thetexperimental phase of the project is essentially
compfete, the report should clarify that GAO's recommendations do not solely
relate to the conduct of the experiment but are matters that NSF should
consider in any implementation.
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ENCLOSURE 2

A

Comments on GAO Recommendations on Pages 5-8 through 5-10

APPENDIX I

The first recommendation, that each university's OPAS include an official
capable of pioviding the scientific expertise necessary to review and approve
Actions, assumes an answer to a question which NSF is examining. The need for
a second scientific review is not as obvious as GAO assumes. In somet,cases a
department chair clearly exercises that resporfsib(ility. In many cases,
however, it is doubtful whether a departm;Ot chair has the expertise to do
that or is inclined to do so even if heSt she does. The chair's review often
may be a managerial review, including a check for impropriety. The role of
the department chair and the need for a federal requirement for a second
scientific judgment are issues which NSF hopes to resolve before any

. implementation.

12 The second, third and fourth recommendations deal with OPAS systems and
actions. NSF regards OPAS systems' and the requirements for OPAS actions as
variables with which we have'been experimenting. In our evaluation we will
consider the GAO recommendations in establishing criteria for OPAS systems,
how they are reviewed and the type of guidance furnished grantees for their
use.

13 We agree with, the fifth recommendation, requiring special docdmentation for
retroactive approvals, and expect to follow it in any implementation.

14 The dixth recommendation deals with a Phase II evaluation plan. NSF
recognizes the need for an evaluation of Phase II. The NSF Audit Office is
performing a limited evaluation of Phase II. The Scope includes reviews of
participatfhg universities' OPAS policies, procedures and actions with the
primary objective of determining the uses being made of the prior approval
authorities and the risks associated therewith. The NSF-Director also is
eitablishing an NSF ad hoc evaluation committee, made up of NSF officials not
directly involve4 in,the experiment, to review Phase II and make
recOmmendations on any future NSF implementation. NSF management will
consider the findings and recommendations of the ad hoc committee and the
Audit Office, together with information provided by other operating elements
of the Foundation and the participating institutions, in deCiding on any
further actions or implementation.

) .15 GAO's seventh recommendation, dealing wit monitoring the universities' use of
the authorities and providing timely information to universities, appears
unnecestiary in the light of NSF's evaluation activities and the fact that the
experiment is essentially cOmplete.

16 The eighth reoommendation.is not appropriate inasmuch as NSF has not assumed
responsibility for auditing any NSF grants at the participating institutions.
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ENCLOSURE 3

Suggestions on.Apparent Errors

APPENDIX I

17 The objectives of the experiment as stated on page ii of the digest are so

abbreviated as to be misleading.. They should be stated as they are on pp. 1-1

and 1-2.

18 Page 1-1? paragraph 2, should note that NSF discussed the nature of the

e4periment with GAO, some Congressional staff, OMB and others before it began.

19 Pa e 1-3, paragraph 2, line 2, add after the word research "...on an

individual project."

2.0 Page 1-10, line 17, delete the word "supposed" and substitute "NSF also takes

approgriate action..."

21 Page 1-11, line 12, should read "...devote a substantially different amount of

effort...". (either up or down).

22 Page 1-17, line 14, the entie phrase beginning "... it is notified .!."

should be deleted as NSF does not so notify grantees.

23 Page 2-13, line 10, add "Some of this additional effort was a one-time cost

due to the changes."

24 Page 2-16, line 7, add "These examples demonstrate the value of experimenting

in exposing difficulties that need to be considered before any

implementation."

25 Page 3-3, line 10, should read "...attempt to resolve some time and effort

reporting problems..."

26 Page 4-6, the last sentence states that "NSF did not delegate responsibility
for monitoring special grant conditions to the OPAS's..." That is not

correct. The grantees agreed that OPAS authorities would be exercised except

if prohibited by special conditions in individual grants. Thus, to exercise

OPAS responsibilities grantees must monitor speciel grant conditions.'
Moreover, Article 5(d) of the grant terms and conditions requires that OPAS
actions be consistent with the grant conditions. "Grant conditions" include

special conditions.

27 ,Page 5-2, paragraph 2, should recognize that paperwork increases were probably
a=one-ttme dlefect due to the changes.

28 Page 5-9, Recommendation #4 (2), should be changed to recommend that the OPAS
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should monitor special conditions.
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APPENDIX I

29 Page 5-10, last recommendation, should recommend on/y that audit
responsibility be retained by the cognizant agencies.

30 Cm Table 1-1 on page 1-15, no-cost extensions are approved by the NSF Grants 4AI
Officer. The dollar figure in thee-ference to alterations and renovations
has been increased to $10,000 with the October 1981 revision to NSF F.L. 118.
This newly revised F.L. 118 also no longer lists special approvals for news
release costs or rental or lease of facilities consistent with changes in
A-21. The purochase of general purpose equipment is approved by the NSF Grants
Officer, not the OPAS.
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GAO'S RESPONSE TO NSF!S COMMENTS

The numbers of the responses bel w corresPond to the
numbered paragraphs of the April 16, 1982, letter from John B.
Slaughter, Director of the National cience Foundation.

ENCLOSURE 1

1. We believa that NSF needs goals and criteria to assess the
effect the experiment's.changes are having on research
grant administration. We do not agree that determining
goals in measurable terms and establishing criteria for
success Wsould have introduced a degree of rigor that would
be counterproductive. Goals and criteria are needed in
any experiment; we believe they could have been established
by NSF without unreasonably restricting flexibility.

2. The issues discussed here are critical to the experiment.
Although NSF is experimenting with these issues, it still
needs to have adequa,te safeguards to assure that Federal
funds are appropriately spat. Detailed responses on these
issues are included in our response to points #4, #5, and
#11 of NSF"s letter.

3. This section of the report, beginning on p. 32, presents the
facts concerning only NSF's evaluation of the Master Grant
phase. We did not suggest that NSF should have completed
its evaluation of the Master Grant phase's aggregation-con-
cept. However, we believe NSF should have reviewed and ap-
proved the OPAS systemS before Phase II began, as discussed
in our response to point #4,4of NSF's letter.

4. We believe NSF should have reviewed and approved the OPAS
systems before implementing Phase' II (see,p. 34). The OPASs
are the heart of the experiment since theS, are responsible
for reviewing and approving,the newly delegated authorities
and are intended to assure proper accountabilitybver NSF
grant funds. Although we agree that NSF need not have pre-
scribed a priori what OPAS systems shoula have been, we'
believe NSF should have -established minimum acceptable cri-
teria and thoroughly reviewed each system to assure that it
had demonstrated the capability to handle the expansion
responsibly.

5. We understand that NSF is experimenting with the issue of
documentation and certification (see p. 40). However, we

.believe that when experimenting with certification, NSF
should have required backup documentation as a safeguard.
Certification does not provide the reason for an OPAS
action. It is impossible to determine whether \applic-
able policies and procedures have been followed without
knowing the reason for an OPAS action. In addition, NSF

c.
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reserved the right to withdraw the delegated authorities
if a university mismanaged them. NSF needs adequate docu-
mentation 4111. review university management'of the authorities.

6. While NSF believes they were providing adequate guidance in
this example (see pp; 31-32), university officials told.us
that NSF's handling of the transition caused some problems
and confusion- In addition, we found other examples in which
participants did not feel they-were adequately informed by
NSF. Particularly because it is,an experiment, we believe
that NSF should assure that it provides each university with
the necessary information and guidance to allow it to func-
tion smoothly.

7. Since NSF acknowledges that including this university (.see
pp. 29-31) in the experiment might have imposed some risk,
it is difficult to understand why NSF was not closely moni-
toring the university's activities. Also, it is difficult
to understand why NSF would allow a university criticized
over the years for "some lack of financial accountability"
to delegate all of the authority to revieW and approve
grant administrative and budget changes to one individual
for the Master Grant phase. We believe the decision by
the universtty to include the "Grants Office" in the OPAS
for Phase II will provide better accountability.

8. We believe the relatedness concept has many positive aspects,
as discussed in our report, even though it will result in a
limited loss of financial accountability for individual re-
search grants. We .agree that the'concept of relatedness may
reflect reality better than, the notion of grant by grant fi-
nancial accountability.. Traditionally, research has been
funded bn a discrete grant basis and accounted for in the
same manner. NSF states that investigators often allocate
costs in a subjective manner and sometimes on the basis of
the availability of the funds but does not point out that
this is contrary to Federal regulations. This ghould be
noted. We do not object to redefining a grant to reflect
more accurately what is actually occurring at the research
level. However, we do believe that this is a matter that
the cogniZant congressional committees should be aware of.

9. In interviews with NSF officials, we were told that NSF.re-
quested and was given permission by the cognizant audit agen-
cies to assume responsibility for the audit of all grants
under the experiment. However, NSF now Maintains that audit
responsibility wag not shifted and continued to be the re-

., sponsibility of the cognizant audit agencies (see p. 34).
Therefore, our recommendation that NSF provide adequate audit
coverage or return the responsibility to the cognizant audit
agencies is no longer necessary.

6
10. Our recommendations relate to botb,the experimett and any en-

suing implementation'of its concebbs. We wish to reiterate
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that Phase II should be thoroughly evaluated before expand-
./ ing the experiment.

ENCLOSURE 2

11. The first recommendation does not asgume -an answer; it recom-
mends the minimum requirements that we believe are necessary
to assure accountability for NSF funds. We are,not requiring
a second scientific review as NSF suggests'. NSF already re-
quires the OPAS to review actions for sc4entific or technical
need and propriety. Our recommendation was made to assure
that the OPAS has Or 'has available the expertise necessary
to make this review. We have clarified th rding of the
recommendation to reflect this.

12. While NSF regards OPAS systems and the requirements for OPAS
actions as variables with which they are experimentrng, we
believe our recommendations constitute the minimum require-
ments that should be implemented for OPAS systems and actions.

13, No response required.

14. We are looking forward to seeing the result6 of NSF's review
of Phase II. However, we wish to reemphasize the, necessity
that the review be conducted by official(s) independent of
those managing the experiment.

15. This recommendation is one that is necessary throughout all
phases of the experiment and any futu2'e implementation.

16. As dis-cussed in our'response to point #9, we have deleted
our recommendation in light of the additional information
NSF provided.

ENCLOSURE 3

Many of these "apparent" errorsare additional information
or clarifications supplied by NSF as noted below.

17. Additional information added (see,p. i).

18. Additional information added (see p. 1).

19. Clarification made (see p. 2).

20. Change made (see p. 60).

.21. Clarification made (see p. 61).

22, Change made (see p. 65).

23. Additional information added (see p. 15)."
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24. We disagree with NSF's suggested addition to P. 16. We be-
lieve that NSF should have reviewed the OPAS policies arid
procedures before delegating authorities to the universities
to assure that the OPASs had the capability to handle the

.delegated authorities (a thorough discussion of this univer-
sity's problems can be found beginning on p. 29).

25. Clarification made (see p. 22).

26. The change that is indicated has been made on p. 31. During
the course of our review, NSF officials informed us that NSF
did not delegate responsibility for monitoring special grant
conditions to the OPASs. As shown in the example cited, at
least one university was not aware of this responsibility.
We modified our recommendation to require NSF to assure that
the OPASs are aware of their responsibility to monitor spe.:'
cial grant conditions.

27. We disagree--we-did clarify this section (see p. 37) by
noting that sOme of the increase was probably a one-time
effect due to the changes, as NSF pointed out in its com-
ments (see point #23 of the letter).

28. As discussed in our response to point #26, the plange that
,is indicated has been made.

29. Our recommendation has been deleted, as discussed on page 43.

30. As discussed in the footnote on p. 60, several revisions
were made to NSF's grant administration requirements which
were not incorporates into the draft since they were not in
effect at the time our review was made. No-cost extensions
were approved by the NSF policy officer prior to the change
in March which gave this authority to the NSF grants officer-
The revisions noted in NSF's comments have been incorporated
into a footnote at the bottom of table 7. The approval of
the purchase of general purpose equipment was changed to the
NSF grants officer.

-
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OMB'S COMMENTS AND GAO'S RESPONSE

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF. THE PRESIDENT
ti*f/..1 OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20503

APR 2 0 1982

Mr. William J. Anderson
Director, General Government Division .
U. S. General Accounting Otfice
Washington, D. C. 2054a

Dear Mr. Anderson:

APPENDIX II

This is in reply to yOur letter of, March==,18, 1982, requesting
comments on the draft repor, "NSF4s, Experiment in Research
Grant Administration I;ooks Promisig But Chan4es Are Needed
'to Assure Accountability." The review TocuSett on (tt experi-
ment by the National Science FoUndatioo and the-AssOciation
of American'Universitiés in more flexible ,peocealres for

- administering research grants to univer,Otties. oq!x comments
are limited to those parts of the draft rpOrt pertaining to

,
OMB involvement.

.
-. ...

''-
.

The draft repott indicates on page 1-20 that 0MB,off4Fia1s
,' agreed that funds spent on one grant Tould be reported under

another closely related grant, and that the peer 'review'''.
system would assure the ,scientific integrity of therelatie

Y projects. This appears to be an oversimplifibatiort Of the;, 1

OMB position. While we agree that peer review qs,d dteful
control, Tinal decisions on matters 4f/accountability, rest.
with the grantmaking agency. In some case6, ',one :;.4ant in-ay

involve sevevi,reaated activities; 4r1 othe-r caesi, a ndinber
., of separate .jrants may be made for rela ted purposes. .,'In

either ease,'an acceptable level of 'aCCouneability must be ,
..

- 0 ma inta ined. .

'

c
. - r '-'4''

.

OMB does not endorse, as the drafeiriipljegl, the -principle of
chatging csts to one grant that' .vierera-ctiAl,tiincurred in
another. powever, .we do recognize 0-11.Elp 4.ilp. ,pasee" it makes
setise tO combine the account.ing" for -clOgelY^ coated grants,
permitting control" to be _Inflritaine'crciver: '-the CO4ined' act iyi-
tieS% wtlether these Tombined.-actiles then. cons.eitute One
gra0tOtYMore than,one grant ..i. s a'% de cOr0.4;t Ae f".t:. tO the
spor*Oring a9ency... , ,--,- , . ': r.

..
,

..,

"
- .

_We _a.g.pe th4-basiC vorldlusion thS'Airaf t- report thaE
0-P.,N$ts experimeht &an have important ben$f_its ih terms ;of
eLiiiinating eed, ,tape. and improming Fadera-7ianivers4ty rela 7
bionshins.-._Ttio; draft- repot`t..poins to:he need ,fOr- ef fectiv0, ,
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and timely agency monitoring and audit.foliow-up to assure
that the system is working and t,hat nedessary accountability
is maintained. With such a follow-up system in place, weo
believe that the NSF experimenet should continue.

Sincere

58
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dA0'S RESPONSE TO OMB'S COMMENTS

We are pleased that OMB agrees (1) with the basic conclusion
'of the draft report that the NSF experiment can have important
beneitg.in tel-ms of eliminating red tape and improving Federal-
university relationships and (2) that timely agency monitoring
andApdit follow-up are necessary to assure that accountability
is maintained. Although OMB's response indicated that the draft
report might have oversimplified their position on the related-
ness concept, we both agree that an Acceptable level of account-,
ability- must be maintained. We_also agree that in some oases
it makes sense to -combine the financial accounting for closely
related grants, permitting control to be maintained over the
combined activities. However, we believe that since this is a.
change in the way basic research,grants are accounted for, it
is a matter that the cognizant congressional committees should
be aware of.:
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COMPARING THE STANDARD'AND
EXPER;MENTAL POST-AWARD SYSTEMS

APPENDIX III

Post-award administration respongibilities for NSF grantS
are divided...between NSF and the university as discussed in NSF's
,Grant_Policy Manual. 1/ Since the experiment focuses on the
post-award administration of research grants, the following--
sections Will compare the standard and experimental post-award
policies and procedures used by NSF and its grantees. Areas
of post-award concern include monitoring grant performance,

, changing grant scope, objectives, or principal researcher,,
approving research expenditures not provided for in the grant
Award, changing tlie grant budget, and grant reporting require-
ments. t

MONITORIN6 GRANT PERFORMANCE
.

Under the standard system, the grantee is responsible for
monitoring the performance of the grant to assure adherence to
(1) performance goals,_ time schedules, or other requirements
which may be appropriate to the grant, and (2) sound managemen't
practices and organizational pol2cies. NSF may make site visits
as appropriate to,keep informed of the progress of t'he work and
to review grantee management control systems. NSF also takes
appropriate action based on its review of progress reports and
final technical reports.

Under the experimentaL system, responsibilities remain the
same..

CHANGING GRANT SCOPE, OBJECTIVES,
,OR PRINCIPAL RESEARCHER

Under the standard system, neither the material under study
nor the objective of the grant stated in the proposal is to be
changed without prior NSF approval. Such changes should be
proposed to the program officer by t, ,researcher in a letter
countersigned by dn authorized unive y official. Since NSe's
'decision to support, a research proposal is based to a consider-
able extent upon its evaluation of the proposed researcher's
knowledge of theofi'ld of study and'capabilities to conduct the
research in an efficient-and productive Manner,o.the university
must 9otify-NSF ifthe researcher plans to relinquish active
direction of the grant. The university may either initiate grant
cleseput procedures or nominate a substitute researcher to con-
Itinue the grant.

1/Several modifications re made to the Gr iant Policy Manual n

March 1981 and agaih in October 1981 but.are not included in- -
this report sinde they were not in effect at the time the ac-

,

tions Feviewed were made.
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If the substitute researcher is approved by NSF, the grant '

will be appropriately amended. If NSF does not approve the sub-
stitute, the grant will be closed out. If the researcher will
devote a substantially different amount of effort to the work
than anticipated, he or She must inform university officials and
the NSF program officer. If either determines that the reduction
in effort would be. substantial enough to impair the success of
the project, the NSF grants officer will be asked to take appro-
priate action such as replacing the researcher, terminating the
grant, or modifying the grant.

/004

None of the research or substantive effort under an NSF
grant may be contracted, or otherwise transferred to another
organization, without prior NSF approval. In the event the need
arises to contract part of the research effort after a grant has
been made, the grantee must submit .:tprthe NSF grants officer the
propose'd performance statement and.gbudget, a statement indicating
the basis for selection of the contractor, and.a justification
of the proposed arrangement. The request must be signed by the
researcher and endorsed by an authorized university official.

The experimental system has the same requirements with one'v
exception. If a researcher wants to contract part of a grant's
effort, he or She submits to the OPAS the proposed performance
statement and budget, a statement indicating the basis for selec-
tion of the contractor, and a justification of the proposed
arrangement. qhe OPAS reviews and either approves or declines
the.request. No NSF approval is required-

APPROVING RESEARCH EXPENDITURES NOT
PROVIDED FOR IN THE GRANT AWARD

Under the standard system, if an expenditure is proposed
in the grant budget and justified in the narrative, provision,
for it in the grant constitutes NSF approval unless thp grant
specifically indicates the contrary. If provision is not made
in the proposal, prior written approval of NSF's grant officer,
program officer, or of the university.,-wide OPAS 1/.as required,
should be obtained before action is tlken to purchase a partic- 4

ular itdm or service (see table 7) since it cannot he charged
to an NSF grant without such approval.

0

*

-- 1/The university-wide OPAS is called the Uw0PAS to distinguish
.

it from the master grant OPAS.
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Table 7

Approving Changes in the Grant Awards

Prior Aliproval Authorities

Fund transfers (aggregation) a/

Expenditures for related grants
(relatedness) a/

No-cost extension b/

Alterations and renovations
under $1,000 c/ d/
$1,000 or more

Contractual (third party) costs

Equipment
Special purpose: $1,000 or more
General purpose

Cumulative expenditures which
exceed budgeted amount by
more than, 25% providing the
cost is under $1,000 c/

News release costs d/

Pre-award costs

Commercial production or dis-
tribution of books, films, etc.

Rental or lease of facilities d/

Travel
Each foreign trip
Cumulate domestic trauel

expenditures which,exceed
125% of amount budgeted, or
$500, whichever is greater c/

.i Dependent foreign travel

Hiring consultants not pro-
viiet for in grant,
propo6a1 or award c/

/

APPENDIX III

Approval Required Under
Standard Experimental
System System

not allowed

not allowed

OPAS

OPAS

NSF program officer OPAS

Uw0PAS OPAS
NSF grants officer OPAS

NSF grants officer OPAS

NSF program 'officer OPAS
,NSF grants officer NSF

grants
officef

Uw0PAS OPAS

NSF program officer OPAS

Not allowed

NSF grants officer

OPAS
-#dp

OPAS

NSF grants officer OPAS
*

NSF program officer OPAS

Uw0PAS OPAS
NS! program officer OPAS

Uw0PAS

(Footnotes Cal the bottom of p. 47.)
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To carry out itsresponsibilities for adhering to grant
terms and conditions and monitoring grant performance,feach
university is supposed to have a system,to ensure that author-
ized cffficials provide necessary organizational approvals in
advan e of any action that would result in either the perform-
ance j5r mod'fication of an NSF grant where such approvals
are requirqd. The university must designate an appropriate

. official o officials to review and approve the types of actions
described above.. The designatediofficial may not be the re-
.searcher or any official having,direct responsibility for the
conduct of the grant. Preferably, the official(s) should be,
the same official(s) who sign(s) or countersign(s) those types
of requests which.require submission to, and approval by, NSF.

_ .

NSF requires that the university's prior aPproYals be
docu ented. The documentation should include a justification
of th action requested, including identification of the budget
cate ries affected. An appropriate official at a management
level should review the request for policy permissibility and

' fund availability. An appropriate official, at an administrative
level above that of the requestor,'shodld review the request
for scientific propriety, bresearch relevance, and effective
use ofthe institution's resources. The request should receive
final approval by a designated university official.

NSF uses.its program anthgrant, management staffs to carry
out its portion of grant monitoring responsibilities which in-
yolve furnishing prior approvals. Two copies of all requests
for-budget changes requiring NSF prior approval must be signed
by the researcher and countersigned by the grantee's authorized
xepresentative, and sent to either the NSF program officen or
grantS officer. The request shbuld clearly state which budget
items are to be changed and by what amounts, and should explain
the reasons for the change.

(Footnotes to table 7)

a/Phase II substituted the relatedness concept for the aggregation
concept. 40.

.b/A. modification was made'to NSF-1-s grant Policy Manual in March
1981 which gave,this approval authority to the NSF grants officer.

c/In 1977, NSF W.egated these prior approval authorities to any
university whi.ch established an organizational prior approval
system. We use the acronym Uw0PAS (university-wide OPAS) to
distinguish it from the master grant OPAS'.

d/The October 1981 revision'to NSF Form Letter 118 increased the
dollar figure for alterations and renovations to. $10,000 and no
longer requires special.approval for news release costs or rental
or lease of facilities.

6 3 1.1
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As in the standard system, in the experimental system an '

expenditure proposed in the grant budget and justified in the
narrative is considered approved by NSF unless the grant spec4f-
ically indicates otherwise. However, OPAS approval replaces
approval of the NSF grants officer, program officer, and the
university-wide OPAS for eXpenditures not included in the pro-
posal. Also, as'in the standard system, NSF requires that the
OPAS approvals be documented.

c-

CHANGING THE GRANT BUDGET

Under the standard,system, if the regearcher wants to trans-
fer funds from one approved grant budget line item to one that re-

\\
quires prior approval, such prior approval must be obta ned (as
summarized in table 7). When a budget change requires NF ap-
proval, two copies of a request, signed by the researcher and the
grantee's authorized official, should be sent to the cognizant NSF
offrce. The request should clearly state which budget dtems are
to be changed, by what amount, and the reasons for the chsanges.

If the action does not require prior approval, the grantee
may make the change as long as the expenditure meets the require-

, ments of the Federal cost principles. NSF elected not to impose
on its grantees the following optional requirements of OMB Circu-
lar A-110: (1) prior approval for transfers between direct and
indirect cost categories of the grant budget; and (2) restrictions
in transfer's Of Eunds ameng direct cost categories for grants in
which the Federal share exceeds $100,000.

expenditure may not be charged to an NSF grant prior to
the ef tive date of.the grant. However, commitments rewiring
lo g lead times, such as for major items of equipment, may be

itiated prior to the effective date at the risk of the grantee,
for delivery subsequent to that date. If a grant is made and such
items are approved, NSF funds may be expended for them on or after
the effective date of the grant.

If additional time beyond the expiration date is required to
assure adequate completion of thg original scope of work within
the funds already made available, a request for_a no-cost grant
extension must be sent to the program officer. The reqaest should
dnclude a summary of progress to date, funds remaining, and plans
to complete that part of the grant for which the extension is be-
ing requested. The need for an extension of time must be justi-

" fied.

Under the experimental system, if a researcher wants to
transfer funds from one approved grant budget line item to another
line item that requires. pr4or iipproval, prior approval must be obok-
tained from the OPAS. If the action $oes not require prior ap-
proval, the grantee may make the change as long as the expenditure
meets the requirements of the Federal cost principles- No NSF ap-
proval is required.
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A4 authority newly delegated to the 0 AS under the experiment
allows grantees to incur costs before th effective date of the
grant. However, the costs incurred are at the risk of the grantee.
The experiment allows the grantees to-be reimbursed for costs in-
curred prior to the award (pre-award costs) provided that (1) the
OPAS determines for each cost item that the advance funding was
necessary for the effective and economipl conduct of the research;
(2) the costs are Othorwise allowable under the the terms of the
anticipated grant that will provide the funds; and (3) the costs
were incurred within the 90-day period immediately preceeding the
effective date of the grant. No NSF approval is required.

The OPAS was also delegated the euthority to g nt no-
extensions. The experiment allows the OPAS to extend the xp
tion date of any grant for up to 6 months. The OPAS is r qu red
to review summaries of progress, funds remaining, and plans for
the completion of the grants for which extensions are requested.
The researcher is required to justify the.need for the extension.
No NSF approval is required.

-

cRANT REPORTIVG REQUIREMENTS

Under the standard system, NSF established the following re-
porting requirements for its research grants. ,Financial reporting
is done on a qUarterly basis with each grantee updating a list of
grant expenditures, called the Federal Cash Transactions Report
(FCTR), supplied by NSF. The FCT4lists each grant's net award
and cumulative disbursements through the prior quarter and pro-
vides space for the university to supply the net disbursements
for Che current quarter. NSF has designed its procedures to ex-
tract final financial information from the FCTR.

NSF requires annual progress reports for each grant.' The
progress report Should include a. summary of: (1) overall pro-
gress, including results obtained to date, (2) current präblems
or favorable or unusual developments, (3) work to be performed
in the next/grant-period, and (4) other infortation pertinent
to the type of grant being Supported.

NSF requires a Final Project Report within 90 days of the
expiration of a grant. This form contains a summary of the com-
pleted research and space to Fmdicate the status of submission
of final technical information items for program use. The final
technical items required to be submitted include abstracts of
theses, publication citations and reprints of articles, data on
scientific collaborators, information on inventions, and a tech-
nical description of the research and results.

The reportilig requirements for the experiment's grant& re-
v.mained basically the .same except for financial reporting. In the. ,

Master Grant phase, each master grant appeared as a single award
on'the FCTR sent to the grantee quarterly. Expenditure data enr
tered by the grantee was the single cumulative total for all
grants under eachpaster grant. The experiment had the same'

'7765
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requirement for the annual progress report for each individual
grant in the master grants. Thejinal Project Report was to be
submitted on an aggregated basis for all grants under each master
grant. The final technical information items listed and any other
unique reports or end products specified for particular grants
were to be submitted on an individual basis for each grant. In
Phase II, reporting requirements are the same as for the standard
system.

NSF also required copies of OPAS approval forms, or equiv-
alent summary records, documenting actions taken on all master
grants to be sent to NSF on a periodic basis. Phase II origin-
ally did not require copies of OPAS actions to be sent to NSF,
except for requedts of two or more researchers to relate grants.
In June 1981, NSF asked all Phase II participants to send cop4es
of their OPAS actions to NSF.

(920865)
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